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VOX Primary School Spanish Dictionary
Its user-friendliness and simple, up-to-date language, as well 
as the examples and explanations and the careful selection 
of information given, all simplify the learning process of 
using a dictionary. This dictionary satisfies the spontaneous 
curiosity about words and also covers the educational needs of 
elementary school students. 
• 13 000 entries and 23 500 meanings
• The definitions have been adapted to the knowledge and 

needs of elementary school students
• Large, clear type with color entries
• No abbreviations or acronyms to help young learners use the 

dictionary unaided
• Grammar and irregular verb conjugation tables to answer 

the most frequent questions in the process of learning the 
language

• English-Spanish glossary of all the meanings in the dictionary

VOX School Spanish Dictionary
The essential Spanish dictionary to take you through your school 
years. This new edition has been updated and expanded. It 
contains:
• Over 24 900 entries, 47 600 meanings, 10 500 entries with 

synonyms and antonyms, and 7 000 entries with derivatives
• 24 500 examples of use, phrases and sample sentences
• 2 700 grammar notes about spelling, plurals, irregular feminine 

forms, conjugation and pronunciation, usege notes and 
geographical variations

• Irregular verbs conjugation tables
• 32 colour illustrations to help users learn vocabulary more 

accurately
• A useful guide on how to use the dictionary

VOX High School Spanish Dictionary
A modern, didactic and complete dictionary with rigorous, 
precise and clear information on the meaning of words. 
Presented in a suitable manner for the level of its target users 
(high school students, aged 12-18), it stimulates the desire to 
know the language and to acquire a better vocabulary.
• 30 000 entries and 60 000 meanings
• Precise definitions suitable for the high school curriculum
• Includes examples that simplify the understanding 
    of the definitions and the correct use of the words
• Written in a standard form of language that young people 
 can relate to and understand
• 4 000 notes and observations on grammar, spelling, irregular 
 verb conjugation and syntax structure
• Verb tables with every model of irregular conjugation
• Tables with grammar information that includes rules
 concerning accentuation, punctuation and the formation 
 of plurals

Larousse Complete Spanish Language Dictionary
This dictionary offers linguistic information and a variety of extra 
features that rarely appear in school dictionaries. The drawings, 
photographs, illustrations, encyclopaedic entries, atlas and 
appendix of countries of the world that enhance this reference 
work, make it an essential tool for Spanish language classes as 
well as for other school subjects.
• More than 23 000 entries
• 41 800 meanings and 4 000 idioms
• 18 000 examples of use
• 2 500 illustrations
• 900 etymologies
• Notes and observations on spelling, irregular plurals, verb 
conjugation

ISBN: 978-84-9974-210-6 
Size: 15.5 x 21.5 cm
Pages: 1 252 
Binding: Paperback
Price: €17.50

ISBN: 978-84-9974-282-3
Size: 15.5 x 21.5 cm
Pages: 1 440
Binding: Paperback
Price: €18.90

ISBN: 978-84-9974-009-6
Size: 15.5 x 21.5 cm
Pages: 1 536 
Binding: Hardback
Price: €19.95

ISBN: 978-84-15785-78-1
Size: 15 x 22 cm
Pages: 1 200 
Binding: Hardback
Price: €16.90
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VOX Advanced Spanish 
Thesaurus
An essential list of words to allow 
you to enhance your vocabulary, 
master the language and express 
yourself accurately.
• 25 500 entries
• 128 000 synonyms and antonyms
• 7 500 quotes and comments that 

allow you to select the best word 
for every context

• An extensive collection of 
vocabulary used in Latin America 
and Spain

Rights sold in: France and Italy

Rights sold in: Italy and Brazil

VOX Mini Spanish Dictionary
The smallest dictionary in size     
and price.
• Over 18 000 entries
• 28 300 meanings
• Contains all the essential

vocabulary of Spain and Latin 
America

VOX Advanced Spanish 
Dictionary
A modern Spanish dictionary that is 
ideal for high school and university 
students.
• Over 34 000 entries
• 70 000 meanings
• 30 000 examples
• 5 000 idioms and expressions
• Latin American and
   European Spanish
• Appendix with irregular verb
   conjugations

Larousse General Spanish 
Dictionary
Extensive coverage of the most 
up-to-date Spanish and Latin 
American vocabulary together 
with a wealth of technical terms 
from the fields of arts and 
science.
• 53 000 entries
• 85 000 meanings
• 11 000 usage examples
• 500 supplementary
  encyclopedic notes 
• Grammar charts
• Encyclopedic charts

Larousse Essential Spanish 
Dictionary
Packed with information in a handy 
pocket-sized format, this practical, 
easy-to-use dictionary is the essential 
tool for all intermediate students who 
need to find what they’re looking for 
fast.
• 28 000 words
• More than 50 000 meanings and 
phrases
• 1 900 notes on pronunciation, spelling, 
grammar and syntax
• 3 200 regionalisms from Latin America 
and Spain
• 800 irregular verbs conjugated 
according to the models in the 
appendix
• Clear and complete definitions

Unlike most other dictionaries, the headword list 
and defining vocabulary used in the VOX Global 
Spanish Dictionary reflect the fact that Spanish is 
a global language spoken in 20 different countries. 
The different words and expressions used in all the 
regional variants of Spanish are well represented, 
and a clear system of labeling indicates the 
geographic area where a particular word or phrase 
is used. Despite the wealth of information given,  
the clear page layout and entry structure make this 
a practical, user-friendly dictionary, enabling users 
to look up words quickly and easily. 

The dictionary was compiled by a large team of 
experts representing all varieties of Spanish and 
using the most up-to-date lexicographical methods. 
The examples are corpus-based.
The most complete Spanish language dictionary 
available:

• 60 580 entries
• 110 500 definitions
• 9 890 idioms
• 68 200 examples
• 20 900 synonyms and antonyms
• 8 500 grammar and spelling notes

VOX Global Spanish Dictionary

ISBN: 978-84-9974-166-6
Size: 8 x 12 cm 
Pages.: 672 
 Binding: Paperback
Price: €7.50

ISBN: 978-84-15411-78-9
Size: 15.2 x 23 cm  
Pages: 1 344 
 Binding: Hardback
Price: € 24.95 

ISBN: 978-84-16124-85-5
Size: 10.5 x 18 cm  
Pages: 864 
 Binding: Paperback
Price: € 11.95

ISBN: 978-84-9974-000-3
Size: 17 x 24 cm 
Pages: 2 048 
 Binding: Hardback
Price: €38.50

ISBN: 978-84-9974-135-2
Size: 15.5 x 21.5 cm 
Pages: 1 376 
 Binding: Hardback
Price: €18.95

ISBN: 978-84-9974-147-5
Size: 15.5 x 21.5 cm 
Pages: 800
 Binding: Hardback
Price: €15.95



Spanish Learners’ Dictionary
VOX and Universidad de Alcalá de Henares have coedited the first Spanish language 
dictionary for foreign learners that has been endorsed by the prestigious Instituto 
Cervantes. Aimed particularly at advanced and intermediate level students. 22 000 
entries and over 45 000 meanings selected from Spanish course books and from a 
corpus of over 10 million words. 

EASY TO UNDERSTAND Clear and simple definitions with a defining vocabulary of only 
the 2 000 most frequent Spanish words and basic grammar structures, allowing users 
easy understanding of each headword and sense.

RICH IN EXAMPLES All the definitions have examples to assist readers in understanding 
and enabling them to produce Spanish themselves. 

WIDE INFORMATION All the entries have indications about pronunciation and syllabic 
division, verbs and adjectives show the most frequently used complement and there 
are numerous notes about spelling, irregular plurals, the prepositions used with certain 
words, conjugation models, and many other points. 

GRAMMAR APPENDIX A brief grammar appendix presents all the conjugation models, 
regular and irregular.

Free online access for 12 months 

Rights sold in: Germany and China
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The Spanish Language Problem Solver 
The VOX 4 in 1 Problem Solver is a practical guide that will help users 
express themselves correctly and concisely. A perfect combination 
of explanations and practical examples to learn SPELLING rules, 
basic GRAMMAR concepts, verbs and their CONJUGATION, as well as 
a thorough revision of 300 QUESTIONS AND DIFFICULTIES that may 
arise when speaking or writing in Spanish.

Grammar Guides for Teens (Spelling for Teens, Grammar for Teens,       
Conjugation for Teens)
Created in collaboration with the rapper Diego ‘Noult’ González, these guides boast a 
funky, modern design aimed at secondary school students. The essentials of spelling, 
grammar and conjugation are presented in the form of catchy raps, with four cartoon 
characters lending their help help along the way.

ISBN: 978-84-7153-852-9 / Size: 15.5 x 21.5 cm
Pages: 1280 / Binding: Hardback / Price: €18.00

ISBN: 978-84-9974-040-9 ISBN: 978-84-9974-038-6 ISBN: 978-84-9974-039-3

Size: 13 x 19 cm  / Binding: Paperback
Price: €9.95 / Pages: 128

ISBN: 978-84-7153-869-7 / Size: 15.5 x 21.5 cm
Pages: 600 / Binding: Paperbackk  / Price: €18.00
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Efficient Business Communication in Spanish 
This book is a useful, practical guide to improving your spoken and written 
Spanish in all business-related contexts. The author is a highly experienced 
business coach and has helped countless professionals become more 
proficient in business communication.
The book is divided into six chapters all designed to help you improve your 
Spanish communication, starting with what you want to communicate and 
to whom, and then helping you produce effective speeches, presentations, 
and written texts.
It also features 
• graphics and diagrams to illustrate a number of business-related 
scenarios 
• examples of best practice and bad practice
• tools and resources to take things further once you have completed the 
initial training 

Criminal Words
50 Cases Solved by Forensic Linguistics
In this fascinating work of non-fiction, a ‘language detective’ presents 
the highlights of her career and shares with readers a selection of the 
most important cases she has worked on.
An expert in forensic linguistics, the author has selected 50 cases 
where language analysis has played a crucial role in finding and 
convicting the suspect.
Why forensics and why linguistics? Because just as we leave our 
fingerprints on a door handle or our footprints in the mud, the way 
we communicate also leaves clues about us, which specially trained 
language experts can interpret. Read about crimes of blackmail and 
identity theft as well as cases that made headlines worldwide, such 
as the Unabomber, the disappearance of Malaysia Airlines Flight 
MH17 and the Zodiac Killer.
Welcome to the dark side of language!
Rights sold in: United States

Effective Public Speaking with the Oratoga® Method 
Author Bárbara Pastor is an expert in communication who has 
discovered a system to improve the way we communicate in our 
professional lives. The Oratoga® Method will help you communicate 
effectively through a proven strategy and structured speech process. 
Bárbara Pastor will teach you effective ways to use your improved 
communication skills to get a new job or work your way up the career 
ladder in your own organization.  
The book features graphics, charts and photographs to illustrate the 
method, as well as examples and exercises that encourage self-learning. 
QR codes enabling you to access video resources are also provided

ISBN: 978-84-16984-34-3/ Size: 15 x 23 cm /
Pages: 288 / Binding: Paperback  / Price: €15.00

ISBN: 978-84-18100-17-8 / Size: 15 x 23 cm /
Pages: 256 / Binding: Paperback  / Price: €16.90

ISBN: 978-84-17273-17-0 / Size: 15 x 23 cm 
Pages: 256 / Binding: Paperback  / Price: €15.00
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VOX in a Box 
English-Spanish / Español-Inglés

This complete learning toolkit contains everything you 
need to speak and understand Spanish with confidence. 
This course for beginners (A1-A2) contains three and a 
half hours of recordings and is aimed at English speakers 
with some knowledge of Spanish. It is especially suitable 
for students who want to improve their speaking skills, 
enabling them to learn how to introduce themselves 
and ask for essential information, and giving them the 
confidence they need to have a conversation with a 
Spanish speaking person. The examples focus on both 
Latin American and Spanish culture. 
A companion course guide leads you through the program 
and features a complete transcript of the content of the 
audio course. 
In addition, a bilingual grammar guide is included which 
will answers students’ questions on essential concepts of 
phonology, spelling, morphology and syntax.   

Rights sold in: United States

Electronic rights for apps are available

ISBN: 978-0-07-177127-6 / Size: 13 x 7.5 cm  / 
Cards: 500 / Binding: Boxed set  / Price: €15.00

ISBN: 978-0-07-177127-6 / Size: 13 x 7.5 cm / 
Cards: 500 / Binding: Boxed set  / Price: €15.00

ISBN: 978-0-07-175223-7  / Size: 13 x 19 cm / 
Pages: 128 + 230 + 3 CDs  / Binding: Boxed set  / 
Price: €26.60

VOX Spanish Vocabulary Flashcards
This Flashcards are a convenient way for you to 
practice and drill your Spanish vocabulary. This box of 
knowledge features thousands of the most essential 
Spanish words to help you learn new vocabulary, 
prepare for an exam, test yourself, or simply build more 
confidence in your skills.
Each card features a group of key Spanish words and 
example sentences along with their English translations; 
all you need to study is right there in your hands. 
Cards are sorted into three levels of difficulty, so you 
can customize your study experience to best fit your 
needs. VOX Spanish Vocabulary Flashcards gives you 
the knowledge and flexibility to improve your Spanish 
whenever and wherever you want!

VOX Spanish Grammar Flashcards
These flashcards features 500 essential Spanish 
grammar points to help you learn new concepts, 
prepare for an exam, test yourself, or simply build more 
confidence in your skills.
Each card features a clear explanation of a grammar 
concept or verb conjugations together with example 
sentences that show the concept in context. Cards 
are sorted into three levels of difficulty: beginner, 
intermediate and advanced. 

Rights sold in: United States

Electronic rights for apps are available
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VOX Advanced Dictionary 
English-Spanish / Español-Inglés

The Advanced English Dictionary allows students to enhance 
their vocabulary, use it correctly, acquire a good command of 
English expressions and familiarize themselves with the usage, 
meanings and set phrases.
• 71 000 entries, 122 000 words and expressions and
 240 000 translations
• Many examples of use, idiomatic expressions and phrasal verbs

Rights sold in: United States

VOX Compact Dictionary 
English-Spanish / Español-Inglés

The basic dictionary to study, understand and 
acquire a broader vocabulary.
• 45 000 entries and 100 000 translations
• 82 000 meanings and examples of use
• 4 000 idioms
• 1 400 phrasal verbs
• British and American English

Rights sold in: United States

VOX Pocket Dictionary 
English-Spanish / Español-Inglés

• For intermediate students of Spanish or English
• A practical and easy-to-use dictionary that includes more than 

15 000 entries for each language
• 28 000 entries and 65 000 translations
• Coverage of British and American English, as well as European 

and Latin American Spanish
• Set phrases and idiomatic expressions, examples of use, 

adjectival/adverbial phrases, explanatory notes, etc.

Rights sold in: United States

Flash Grammar. English Grammar in Infographics
English-Spanish / Español-Inglés

A highly practical guide to understand at a glance the most 
common difficulties of the English language. There is no 
grammar rule that cannot be translated to infographics, 
exercises and quizzes. Each page covers a particular difficulty 
that is explained through:
• A clear and simple infographic with the most
   important points
• Exercises and quizzes to practice
• Answers at the bottom of the page
• Notes with additional information when necessary

ISBN: 978-84-9974-144-4
Size: 17 x 24 cm
Pages: 1 488 
 Binding: Hardback
Price: €19.95

ISBN: 978-84-9974-209-0
Size:10.8 x 17.5 cm
Pages:1 536 
 Binding: Vinyl
Price: €11.95

ISBN: 978-84-9974-043-0
Size: 12.6 x 19.2 cm 
Pages: 1 056 
 Binding: Hardback
Price: €16.50

ISBN:  978-84-9974-238-0
Size: 11.5 x 18 cm
Pages: 144 
 Binding: Paperback
Price: €9.90
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VOX School Dictionary 
English-Spanish / Español-Inglés

This practical, easy-to-use dictionary, was designed 
specifically to address the needs of young learners, 
aged 8-12, who are just starting to need a bilingual 
dictionary for the process of learning a second 
language.
The fact that both headwords and translations are 
in blue, establishing a colour link between the two, 
coupled with a simple, clear structure makes looking 
up words very easy. 

VOX Dictionary of Phrasal Verbs/Idioms 
English-Spanish

Two books in one that will help the user understand 
one of the main difficulties of learning English. 
In the first part, the clear and simple layout and 
alphabetical listing of the phrasal verbs means you 
can look up information quickly and easily. The 
second part contains the most common English 
idioms translated into Spanish.
• More than 2 000 phrasal verbs, 3 000 senses, 1 000 
examples of use, and frequently used irregular verbs
• Over 1 900 idiomatic expressions, over 2 000 
translations, and examples that illustrate how idioms 
are used

VOX Medical Dictionary 
English-Spanish / Español-Inglés

This dictionary equips doctors with the medical 
terminology they need to effectively communicate with 
Spanish-speaking patients. This book is the ideal resource 
for a wide range of professionals such as physicians, 
nurses, physician’s assistants, technicians, therapists, and 
administrators. 
This complete reference work includes:
• More than 38 000 entries and 35 000 subentries that 

make up key medical terminology
• A rigorous grammar summary
• Conjugation tables with more than 90 irregular verbs
• A section of expressions and set phrases with more than 

500 of the most commonly used phrases in medical 
consultations and examinations

ISBN: 978-84-9974-026-3  / Size:17 x 24.6 cm / 
Pages: 910  / Binding: Hardback / Price: €29,95

Rights sold in: United States

ISBN: 978-84-9974-029-4  /  Size: 15.5 x 22 cm / 
Pages: 896 + 32 color illustrations
Binding: Paperback / Price: €15.50

ISBN: 978-84-9974-236-6  / Size: 11 x 18 cm  / 
Pages: 192  / Binding: Paperback / Price: €7.50 
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English at Home – English at Home. Weekends – English at Home. Feelings and Emotions
Designed as a complement to classroom learning, these books provide plenty of ideas for parents to help their children—and 
themselves—strengthen their English vocabulary. Everyday situations become English lessons for all the family to enjoy. Interact 
with each other just like the family in the book, speaking English in real-life situations: at dinner time, when out shopping, when 
planning your next vacation and so on.

Fun exercises, cartoons and a versatile approach to learning will help you make English a part of your everyday lives.

Phrasal Verbs to Take Away
An entertaining guide to the most common English 
phrasal verbs. The verbs are arranged according to 
their preposition to enable you to work out their 
meaning intuitively, while humorous illustrations 
show the meaning of each verb, helping you remem-
ber it.
Aimed at intermediate and advanced students who 
want to improve their fluency in English.
Each page includes:
• The English phrasal verb and its Spanish translation
• Key grammar information: is the phrasal verb separa-
ble or not?
• Usage examples
• An explanation of the meaning
• An illustration of the meaning, helping learners 
understand and memorize each verb

At the back of the book there is also a bilingual glossa-
ry of all the phrasal verbs.

Rights sold in: ChinaSize: 24.00 x 24.00 cm  / Pages: 64  / Binding: Paperback with flaps / Price: €9.90

False Friends
A fun way to learn the most common 

English false friends. The lively illustrations 
show the difference in meaning between 
the English and Spanish word in each case 
so that every time you hear or read one or 
the other you will remember the trap and 
will not fall into it! 

Each page includes: 
• a pair of English and Spanish false friends
• an illustration showing both meanings in 

the same scene
• an explanation of both words: their use, 

origin and interesting anecdotes
• usage examples

When Pigs Fly
When Pigs Fly is a fun guide to learning 
the most common English idioms and 
expressions. It features illustrations that 
represent the often surprising literal 
meaning of each one, helping you 
remember how to say it correctly in English.
The idioms are arranged by theme, with 
its Spanish equivalent clearly shown at the 
top of the page. Each page also includes 
an explanation of each idiom: its usage 
and origin, with examples and interesting 
anecdotes.
At the back of the book you will find a 
bilingual English-Spanish/Spanish-English 
glossary featuring all the idioms, their 
translations and practice exercises with 
answers.

ISBN: 978-84-16641-11-6 
Size: 13.00 x 18.00 cm
Pages: 144 / Price: €7.95
Binding: Paperback

ISBN: 978-84-16641-10-9
Size: 13.00 x 18.00 cm
Pages: 144 / Price: €7.95
Binding: Paperback

ISBN: 978-84-16641-10-9 / Size: 13.00 x 18.00 cm  
Pages: 144 / Price: €7.95 / Binding: Paperback

ISBN: 978-84-16124-89-3  ISBN: 978-84-16984-11-4 ISBN: 978-84-17273-04-0
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ISBN: 978-84-9974-060-7
Size: 11 x 18 cm
Pages.: 160 
 Binding: Paperback
Price: €7.50

ISBN: 978-84-9974-028-7
Size: 15.5 x 22
Pages.: 832 + 32 color illustrations 
 Binding: Paperback
Price: €15.50

ISBN: 978-84-9974-168-0
Size: 8 x 11.5 cm
Pages: 768
 Binding: Paperback
Price: €7.50

ISBN: 978-84-9974-176-5
Size: 10.8 x 17.5 cm
Pages.: 768 
 Binding: Paperback
Price: €12.50

VOX School Dictionary 
French-Spanish / Spanish-French

Specifically designed to be the first bilingual dictionary for 
beginning French students. The selected vocabulary is exactly 
what young learners of French need.
•  Carefully selected vocabulary that responds to the lexical
    needs of beginners
•  A clear and simple structure that facilitates reading and
    guarantees effective consultation
•  Exhaustive treatment of the irregularities, difficulties and
    peculiarities of the French language

Rights sold in: France

VOX Essential Dictionary 
French-Spanish / Spanish-French

A dictionary for students of French 
from high school level upwards
• 28 800 entries
• 45 000 meanings and 60 000 
translations
• Includes an appendix with French 
and Spanish verb conjugations
• Phonetic transcription in both 
languages

Rights sold in: France and Brazil

VOX Mini Dictionary 
French-Spanish / Spanish-French

A large amount of information       
in a very practical format.
• 28 000 entries and 45 000
  meanings
• 60 000 translations
• Useful 32-page conversation
  guide 

Rights sold in: France and Brazil

French Verbs
Conjugation Guide

An essential guide for every student of French.
It includes conjugation for all French verbs, shown 
through 87 conjugation models, and includes over 
4 400 verbs that refer to the corresponding model.
An introduction to the conjugation of French verbs 
aids comprehension of the particularities of the 
French language.
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VOX Mini Dictionary 
German-Spanish /
Spanish-German 

The perfect dictionary to answer the 
most frequent questions of anyone 
traveling to German speaking 
countries.
• More than 75 000 translations
• Includes an ample variety of 
phrases and idiomatic expressions
• Ideal for traveling
• Practical 32-page conversation
  guide 

VOX Essential 
Dictionary 
German-Spanish / Spanish-
German

An essential tool to 
understand and speak the 
German language correctly
• 26 500 entries
• 48 000 meanings, organized 

by their use
• 75 000 translations
• Numerous phrases, idioms, 

and usage notes
• Adapted to the current 

spelling guidelines
• Phonetic transcription in 

both languages

VOX Essential Dictionary 
Português-Espanhol / 
Español-Portugués 

The most suitable dictionary for 
beginner Portuguese students.
• 40 000 entries
• Clear distinction of each 

meaning
• Adapted to the Portuguese 

Acordo Ortográfico and its 
transition period

• Includes a summary of 
Portuguese grammar and of 
the Acordo Ortográfico

• List of false friends and a 
glossary of place names

VOX Mini Dictionary 
Português-Espanhol /
Español-Portugués 

A small size dictionary to answer 
the most frequent questions while 
travelling.
• 40 000 entries
• Expressions, sample sentences, 
usage examples and context 
indicators

• Phonetic transcription in both 
languages

• Conjugation in Portuguese and 
Spanish

• Summary of Portuguese grammar 
• Includes an appendix with a list of

false friends, place names and 
names of the inhabitants of the 
different regions

VOX Essential Dictionary 
Italian-Spanish /               
Spanish-Italian

A reference work with all the 
essential information for 
beginner level Italian learners.
• 28 000 entries, 45 000 

definitions and 60 000 
translations

• Clear and precise translations 
of current Italian and Spanish 
words

• Common terms and 
expressions, neologisms, 
technical terms, etc.

Rights sold in: Brazil

VOX Mini Dictionary 
Italian-Spanish / 
Spanish-Italian 

The perfect match between content 
and format. A small, easy-to-use 
dictionary.
• 28 000 entries, 45 000 definitions, 

60 000 translations
• Large number of expressions, 

phrases, usage examples and 
colloquial terms

• Numerous neologisms and 
technical terms

• Phonetic transcription of Italian 
words

Rights sold in: Brazil

ISBN: 978-84-9974-169-7
Size: 8.5 x 11.5 cm
Pages: 672 
 Binding: Paperback
Price: €7,50

ISBN: 978-84-9974-174-1
Size: 8.5 x 11.5 cm
Pages:768 
 Binding: Paperback
Price: €7.50

ISBN: 978-84-9974-170-3
Size: 8.5 x 11.5 cm
Pages: 768 
 Binding: Paperback
Price: € 7.50

ISBN: 978-84-9974-137-6
Size: 10.8 x 17.5 cm
 Pages: 640 
 Binding: Paperback  
Price: €14.90

ISBN: 978-84-9974-201-4
Size: 10.8 x 17.5 cm
Pages: 704 
 Binding: Paperback
Price: €14.90 

ISBN: 978-84-9974-079-9
Size: 10.8 x 17.5 cm
Pages: 924 
 Binding: Paperback
Price: € 14.90



Ancient Greek Dictionary
Classical Greek-Spanish

An essential tool for the study and understanding of the key 
concepts of classical culture.
• 35 000 entries
• Phraseology and examples taken from classical authors
• Indicates different patterns and grammatical constructions
• Numerous declensions and conjugated forms included as
 entries
• Proper nouns
• Indication of irregularities at the bottom of the entries
• Extensive grammatical summary

ISBN: 978-84-9974-148-2 /  Size: 13.5 x 20 cm / 
Pages: 736 /  Binding: Hardback / Price: €23.50
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Classical Culture Dictionary

This work is the perfect complement for the prestigious 
Latin and Greek VOX dictionaries. Conceived for students 
from secondary school through university, it is also of 
great use to all of those interested in the classical world.
Covering a wide range of subjects such as history, art, 
geography, mythology, society, and Latinisms, among 
others, and with more than 1 800 entries, this dictionary 
also includes a careful selection of illustrations and a 
cartographic appendix in full colour that covers the most 
decisive moments of classical antiquity.

ISBN: 978-84-9974-031-7 / Size: 14 x 21 cm / 
Pages:416 /  Binding: Hardback / Price: €19.95

ISBN: 978-84-7153-916-8  / Size: 12,6 x 19,2 cm / 
Pages: 800 /  Binding: Hardback  / Price: €22.50

VOX Illustrated Latin Dictionary 
Latin-Spanish / Spanish-Latin

Since 1954 this reference work has been a key learning tool 
for generations of students of Latin.
• 30 000 in the Latin-Spanish section, 11 000 entries in the 

Spanish-Latin section
• All irregular forms (past tense, participles, etc.) appear as 

entries
• Examples from classical authors
• Indication of verb patterns
• Indication of long and short syllables
• Contains 91 etchings, maps and explanations
• Adjectival/adverbial phrases and illustrations that clarify 

each entry
• Table of Latin abbreviations
• 64-page booklet of Latin grammar that includes outlines 
that facilitate the study and memorisation of the language, 
explanations on the subjects, notes to help in selectivity 
tests and specific clarifications on the most complex 
grammatical peculiarities
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VOX Catalan Language Manual Dictionary

Aimed at students of Catalan
• 30 000 entries
• 48 000 meanings
• More than 26 000 examples
• 2 100 complete sentences
• 8 000 synonyms
• 4 000 grammar notes
• Grammatical appendix
• Models for irregular verb conjugations

VOX Pocket Dictionary 
English-Catalan / Català-Anglès 

A complete, updated and easy to use dictionary.
• 30 000 entries
• 50 000 meanings
• Phonetic transcription of English words
• Includes irregular English verbs and English grammar
• Vocabulary related to new technologies and other common 
technical terms

   

VOX Dictionary 
Spanish-Basque / Basque-Spanish 

A comprehensive dictionary designed to meet all the needs 
of Spanish speaking students of Basque.
• 61 000 entries, 82 000 meanings and 25 000 examples
• 19 000 idiomatic expressions
• 5 000 grammar explanations (in the Basque-Spanish 

section)
• Technical terms, names given to inhabitants of different 

countries and regions, acronyms and abbreviations
• Annotated translations with context indicators
• Shows prepositional rules

   

VOX Manual Dictionary 
Catalan-Spanish / Spanish-Catalan 

A complete, updated bilingual dictionary to give learners 
a deeper understanding of Catalan and Spanish.
• 100 000 entries
• 180 000 translations
• Numerous phrases and expressions
• Semantic explanations and indications of
   language level
• Idioms and complete sentences
• Grammar tables and conjugations of regular 
   and irregular verbs in both languages

ISBN: 978-84-9974-165-9
Size: 14 x 20 cm
Pages: 1 168 
Binding: Hardback
Price: €24.90

ISBN: 978-84-9974-274-8 
Size: 10.8 x 17.5 cm 
Pages: 736 
Binding: Paperback
Price: €13.95

ISBN: 978-84-8332-348-6
Size: 18 x 24 cm 
Pages: 1 056 
Binding: Hardback
Price: €33.75

ISBN: 978-84-9974-273-1
Size: 12.6 x 19.2 cm 
Pages: 1 440 
Binding: Hardback
Price: €19.95
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l• 100 000 entrades i més de 180 000 traduccions

• Notes gramaticals
• Locucions i frases fetes
• Conjugació dels verbs irregulars d’ambdues llengües
• Recull neologismes d’informàtica, telecomunicacions,
  ciència, etc.

2402332

manual
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180 000 traduccions
100 000 entrades

ADAPTAT 
A LA NOVA 
NORMATIVA

amb accés
a la versió
en línia
del diccionari

Entra a diccionarios.com, 
introdueix el codi que trobaràs 
a l’interior i gaudeix durant 
12 mesos del diccionari en línia 
a l’ordinador i al mòbil 

1a.  Accedeix a www.diccionarios.com

2a.  Clica la icona superior «Zona Premium»

3a.  Omple només el formulari de dades personals
        i clica la casella dels codis promocionals

4a.    Introdueix el codi POCKETCATANG7362018XOV
         i clica el botó «Enviar»

Per accedir a la versió gratuïta del diccionari  
en línia, segueix aquestes instruccions:

English-Catalan / Català-Anglès

• 30 000 entrades
• 50 000 accepcions
• abundants exemples d’ús
• transcripció fonètica de l’anglès
• lèxic de l’anglès britànic i l’americà
• taula de verbs irregulars i gramàtica anglesa
• recull lèxic relacionat amb noves tecnologies
  i altres tecnicismes d’ús comú
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ISBN: 978-84-8016-919-6  / Size: 18.6 x 23.8 cm
Pages: 150 + 96-page booklet  / Binding: Box 
Price: €17.00

ISBN: 978-84-17273-68-2 
96 cards + 128-page book / Cards size: 13.3 × 6.5 cm 
Book size: 13.3 × 7 cm  / Box size: 14.5 × 8.7 × 7.8 / Price: €21.50
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How Much Do You Know About?
Each book in this series contains 200 questions 
to test your knowledge of soccer, Formula 1, 
cinema, science, geography, and history. Whether 
you consider yourself an expert or want to learn 
something new, these books are for you. Answers 
at the back of each book. 

Ask Larousse
A game of questions and answers to test your knowledge of 
general knowledge and have fun while learning. The aim is to 
win the highest number of points by answering correctly a total 
of 20 questions per player or team. The number of points varies 
depending on the level of difficulty. It covers all kinds of subjects, 
ranging from sports to nature and from geography to technology.

Football and More Football
So you think you know everything about soccer? Then this quiz game 
is for you. Test your knowledge of the sport and have fun with friends 
and family. Aimed at every age and level of knowledge. You might learn 
something new too! 
The 90 questions are grouped into six different categories, so there is 
something for everyone.
• Soccer legends and pros
• History, tactics and rules
• Teams, leagues and fans
• National teams and championships
• Records and strange facts about soccer
• Soccer in the media and popular culture
An accompanying book lets you check your answers and contains lots 
of extra information, making it a mini-encyclopedia of what they call 
the beautiful game.

Football
ISBN: 978-84-9974-057-7  

Science
ISBN: 978-84-9974-089-8 

Formula 1
ISBN: 978-84-9974-091-1   

World Geography
ISBN: 978-84-9974-087-4  

Cinema
ISBN: 978-84-9974-055-3  

World History
ISBN: 978-84-9974-090-4  
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Sensational Comics
Santiago García has selected some of the
comic books that have made a mark on his life. A scriptwriter 
with numerous awards to his credit and a researcher for many 
years in the field of illustration, he has compiled an eclectic 
collection of comic books through the years, all based on 
his own personal taste. This has allowed him to match “odd 
couples”, such as Donald Duck and Milo Manara’s beautiful 
women; Flash Gordon and Manuel Vázquez Gallego’s Anacleto, 
Secret Agent; Jodelle, the fiery-haired heroine drawn by 
Guy Peellaert and the main character in Marjane Satrapi’s 
autobiographical Persepolis. Let this book take you on a 
wonderful tour of the history of the comic book.

Travelling
ISBN: 978-84-18473-56-2 

A puzzle book for lovers of travel that will activate your 
brain cells and expand your general knowledge
Take this puzzle book with you wherever you go and 
have fun with a variety of challenges.
Discover the world in 88 puzzles (with over 200 tests) 
grouped into five themes:
• ‘Faraway Horizons’ (curiosities, unique places, exotic 
locations)
• ‘Backpacking’ (hiking, rail travel, sports, nature and 
trips for all budgets)
• ‘The Culture of Travel’ (celebrations, traditions,  
•‘Travel on a Plate’ (the gastronomy of the world)
• ‘Travels and Travelers’ (routes, historical exploration, 
famous fictional or real-life travelers).

Cops and Robbers
ISBN: 978-84-18473-55-5

A puzzle book for mystery lovers 
Try to solve the mysteries on your own or with 
family and friends. Everyone will enjoy these 
challenges that will put your skills of logic and 
deduction to the test!
There are 88 puzzles divided into five sections:
• ‘At the Crime Scene’ (fingerprints and clues)
• ‘Criminal Records’ (criminal records and motives)
• ‘At the Lab’ (forensic investigation, analysis)
• ‘Interview with the Suspect’ (language and 
coded messages)
• ‘How to Get Away with Murder’ (cases where the 
criminal has got away with it).

Other titles:

Logic, Math 
and Magic
ISBN: 978-84-18100-21-5

Life is a Series
From Star Trek to Mad Men
This is the golden age of the TV series, and the incredible 
success of this social phenomenon is now celebrated in 
book form. TV critic Quim Casas invites us to join him on a 
very personal journey through the 75 TV series that have 
made the biggest impact on him, whether through their 
high quality, audience ratings or the fact that they boldly 
went where no TV series had gone before. From the early 
black & white days of The Avengers and The Flintstones 
right through to The Sopranos and The Simpsons, this 
book takes you on a tour of the most iconic TV series to hit 
our screens.

ISBN: 978-84-16368-51-8  / Size: 18.50 x 23.50 cm
Pages: 352 / Binding: Hardback / Price: €19.90

ISBN: 978-84-16368-46-4  / Size: 15.00 x 23.00 cm / 
Pages: 256  / Binding: Paperback / Price: €14.90

Puzzling Puzzles
Size:14 x 14 cm / Pages: 192 / Binding: Paperback / Price: € 9.95
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Dinosaurs: Curious Facts and Figures.
Theropods and other Dinosauromorphs 
Perhaps a dinosaur-killing asteroid struck the Earth 65 
million years ago. Or it could be that sudden climate 
change was responsible for their demise. Whatever 
the cause, for 135 million years before that, theropod 
dinosaurs dominated the Earth. Their direct descendants 
are birds, unrecognizable from their ancestors.
Theropods were mostly carnivores. No creature was 
safe in their presence as they rampaged and marauded 
along the shores, swamps, forests, plains, deserts and icy 
mountainous slopes of every drifting land-mass on Earth, 
while the present-day continents were being formed. 
They ranged from the huge and surprisingly intelligent 
Tyrannosaurus rex, a frightening creature with a powerful 
bite, to the chicken-sized and fleet-footed Compsognathus. 
No wonder they continue to instill fear and fascination in 
us.  Now, at last, our never-ending thirst for information 
on this hugely important group of dinosaurs can at 
least be temporarily slaked with this. Here is the most 
comprehensive and rigorous book on theropod records 
that has ever been published. It presents nearly 1,000 
species, lavishly illustrated with over 2,000 tables and 
technical drawings, together with 300 recreations in full-
color reconstructions.
This work is divided into the following chapters:

• Comparing Species, to discover which were the biggest 
and the smallest theropods.

• Mesozoic Calendar, to learn about the different periods 
when they existed. 

• The World of Dinosaurs, learn about how they spread 
across the globe and the differences between therapods 
of different continents.

• Prehistoric Puzzle, to compare bones, eggs, teeth, 
feathers, through 200 reconstructions.

• Theropod Life, for answers to questions such as ‘Who 
was the fastest?’; ‘“Which one was the fastest?”, “Which 
was the most intelligent?”, “Which one had the most 
powerful bite?” and “How big were their eggs?”.

• Stone Testimony , on the massive footprints in stone 
left behind by these fascinating animals. It contains the 
first illustrated list of all the different types of prints that 
have been described. 

• A Timeline of Dinosaurs, allowing us to journey 
through time and discover the many records set by 
theropods through history. This chapter also collects 
all the examples of dinomania in the cinema, the arts, 
literature and music. 

• Therapod Data List, the very first compilation of the 
estimated data pertaining to all the currently known 
theropods and Mesozoic birds.

ISBN: 978-84-16641-15-4 / Size: 24 x 30 cm
Pages: 288 /  Binding: Hardback / Price: €22.50

Rights sold in: China, Latin America and the United States
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ISBN: 978-84-18473-78-4 / Size: 26 x 26 cm
Pages: 192 /  Binding: Hardback / Price: €29.90

Travelling Art: Art Theft, Artnapping and other Anecdotes
An illustrated book about the world of art that Paintings contain many stories 
that often remain hidden, concealed in the darkness of storerooms and attics. 
This book presents a completely new approach to art and gives us an insight 
into the intimate life of paintings and their social context. 

The author relates the different journeys many works of art have made over 
time before reaching their final destination, a journey often bound up in 
mystery and adventure and involving looting and plundering, the rise and fall 
of cultural heritage, the vagaries of fashion and sometimes a simple stroke of 
luck.

Their journeys through time are recreated and feature a panoply of characters 
(from artists and models to dealers and collectors), artistic styles and 
movements (from the Renaissance to contemporary art), and cities (Vienna, 
London, New York, Barcelona and many more). It also details the places 
these works of art passed through or stopped off at on their travels, from a 
lover’s bedroom to a banker’s office. Their stories also feature thrilling events 
encompassing love affairs and marriages, wartime looting and bitter disputes 
over inheritance. 

ISBN:  978-84-16641-13-0 / Size: 18.5 x 23.5 cm / 
Pages: 352  / Binding: Hardback / Price: €19.90

Atlas of the Search for Happiness
Understanding the adventure of human history through the search for well-being
A book that captures our desire for progress and our drive to explore new 
horizons in the search for happiness, even when to do so threatens humanity’s 
very existence. The result is a unique look at human society, one that 
encompasses a wide range of issues: the environment, urban life, energy use, 
psychology, the economy, communication and many more.
Containing 140 maps and 180 graphs and charts, this volume dedicates a double-
page spread to each of its 80 topics, which are divided into three areas:
• Measuring happiness. An overview of the attempts of various organizations to 
classify countries on the basis of the levels of happiness and well-being of their 
inhabitants.
• Looking back. A retrospective look at life now, 50 years ago and a century ago, 
offering the contrast of pessimistic and optimistic perspectives
• Being happy in today’s world. Drawing on human history, this book explores 
a variety of subjects to present an analysis of the world in which we live. Some 
topics are dealt with a surprising perspective on the illustrations:
• Map of the areas of the world with the most beauty contests (masculine, 
femenine, transgender,...)
• Map depicting social inequalities across the globe
• Map of democracies and dictatorships
• Global geography of fast food
• Statistics revealing the truth about the screen habits of zoomers
• Map showing the North–South digital divide
• Graph comparing three epidemics: the Black Death of 1344, the Spanish Flu in 
1918 and Covid in 2020
• Map showing the spread of yoga in the West, and the hippy trail to India
• Map tracing the expansion of the English language throughout Europe
• Graph of human life expectancy over the last 20,000 years
This atlas has been created by an interdisciplinary team of 9 specialists in 
geography, history and anthropology, with a prologue by Joan Tort, head of the 
Geography department at the University of Barcelona.
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VOX Modern World Atlas
Adapted for the secondary school curriculum, this atlas has 
all the required geographic information, and is completely up 
to date.
• 110 maps
• More than 100 pictures
• 155 graphs and drawings
• Statistical information for every country in the world 
• Index with more than 20 000 place names

Astronomy for Everyone
A complete guide to understanding the world of astronomy. 
This book gives you all the information you need to start 
getting to know the universe and be able to recognize stars, 
constellations and planets, and navigate your way by looking 
at the night sky. It provides a wealth of advice on stargazing, 
depending on the time of year and whether you use a 
telescope or the naked eye. Amateur astronomers will also 
find a guide to purchasing the best equipment for stargazing, 
as well as numerous maps, diagrams and photographs.

Pocket Math Dictionary  -  Pocket Physics Dictionary  -  Pocket Chemistry Dictionary
These thematic dictionaries are a valuable tool to revise the main concepts related to mathematics, physics and chemistry. 
They cover the basic concepts of each subject, providing complete, well-developed explanations that include information 
on related concepts (in boldface and in a separate paragraph). There is a thematic index to simplify word look-up and 
the definitions are located on the central area of the page, leaving the rest of the space for practical examples, charts and 
illustrations. 

Rights sold in: Mexico

ISBN: 978-84-9974-181-9 
Size: 24 x 32.2 cm
Pages: 208
Binding: Hardback
Price: €22.50

ISBN: 978-84-15411-08-6
Size: 18 x 23,5 cm
Pages: 240
Binding: Paperback 
Price: €21.00

Binding: Paperback 
Size:  11.00 x 18.00 cm

ISBN: 978-84-9974-001-0
Pages: 408 / Price: €12.00

ISBN: 978-84-9974-053-9
Pages: 344 / Price: €12.00

ISBN: 978-84-9974-052-2
Pages: 376 / Price: €12.00

Math Physics Chemistry 
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We’ve Adopted a Child
This is a complete guide on how to deal with the important issues 
that may arise during the period after adoption. 

Each stage in the development of your adopted child raises many 
questions for parents and child alike, about the child’s background, 
the reasons for their adoption and their integration into the family 
and society of which they are now a part.

Grandchildren: Instructions for Use
María Jesús Comellas, psychologist and professor, gives 
a clear, detailed explanation of the expectations, needs 
and demands surrounding both grandparents and 
grandchildren. The book gives entertaining, insightful 
answers to questions such as:

• What role do grandparents play? What is expected of 
them?

• What do grandparents expect from their grandchildren?
• What do grandchildren get out of their relationship with 
their grandparents?
• How do adults see their parents now that they have 
become grandparents?

Learning Through Play
Children prepare for life through playing. It is through this 
most fundamental of activities that they communicate, 
express their hopes and desires, and learn to live 
harmoniously with others. 

The author of this book, child psychologist Marc Giner, 
explains how everything we do with our babies and 
children can be considered stimulating, entertaining and 
educational. Each age group has its own demands and 
each activity or game featured here has a playful aspect to 
explore and develop.

ISBN: 978-84-15411-09-3 / Size: 19,50 x 23,50 cm / 
Pages: 112 / Binding: Hardback / Price: €16.50

SBN: 978-84-8016-999-8 / Size: 18.6 x 23.8 cm  / 
Pages: 112 / Binding: Hardback /Price: €9.95

ISBN: 978-84-8016-694-2 / Size: 18.6 x 23.8 cm / 
Pages: 112 / Binding: Hardback /Price: €9.95
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Emergency Guide for First-Time Fathers
This is a guide to discovering the secrets of fatherhood 
without losing your sense of humor. Rafa Esteve, in this book 
he has illustrated himself, remembers the struggles as well 
as the good times he experienced when he became a dad 
for the first time. These memories of an inexperienced dad 
will take you to a world of diapers, sleepless nights, baby’s 
first smile and first steps, little daily achievements, the 
worrying fever that turns out to be nothing ... and many other 
unforgettable moments.

ISBN: 978-84-16124-78-7 / Size: 15 x 23 cm  / 
Pages: 192 / Binding: Paperback  / Price: €14.90

My Baby Album

This is a guide to discovering the secrets of fatherhood 
without losing your sense of humor. Rafa Esteve, in this 
book he has illustrated himself, remembers the struggles 
as well as the good times he experienced when he 
became a dad for the first time. These memories of an 
inexperienced dad will take you to a world of diapers, 
sleepless nights, baby’s first smile and first steps, little 
daily achievements, the worrying fever that turns out to be 
nothing ... and many other unforgettable moments.

ISBN: 978-84-16124-40-4 / Size:  : 19.50 x 23.50 cm / 
Pages: 64  / Binding: Hardback /Price: €19.90
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Trapped in the Screen. 
How to Cope with Digital Natives
This book provides a non-dramatic interpretation of the 
new reality parents are facing nowadays with their children 
spending most of their free time glued to a screen. Professor 
Santiago Moll gives plenty of good advice, for both parents 
and teachers, on his website justificaturespuesta.com. His 
long experience as a high school teacher If you get mad every 
time your kids leave their dirty socks lying around, if you 
can’t stand the latest influencer or YouTuber they seem to be 
inexplicably crazy about, then this is the book for you ... (and it 
will help your children too!).
Featuring lively pages, a user-friendly format and a variety of 
illustrations, this guide tackles issues such as: 
- Are some people digital natives more than others? 
- Thieves of time and how to deal with them 
- How can we use technology as an ally of creativity and talent 
- Addicted to info 
- ABC 2.0 for parents in distress 
- Cyberbullying 
- From www to XXX 
- Facebook Live—if only it was!

ISBN: 978-84-16984-14-5 / Size:  15 x 23 cm / 
Pages: 192  / Binding: Paperback / Price: €14.90

ISBN: 978-84-16984-14-5 / Size:  15 x 23 cm / 
Pages: 192  / Binding: Paperback / Price: €14.90

What Would You Do If…? How to Cope with 
Teenagers in Everyday Situations

“Small children, small problems; bigger children, bigger 
problems…” This is what most parents still think, according to the 
author, Javier Valverde, a therapist with over 30 years, experience 
working with teenagers and families. That statement may or may 
not be true but parents do worry that as their children grow up, 
their problems just get bigger. This book is for those parents who 
never give up and are always seeking guidance and new strategies 
to improve their relationship with their children. These are the 
same parents who keep  wondering: “Are we doing the right thing?”.

In eight chapters Javier Valverde provides 40 solutions to 40 
everyday situations. If you get mad every time your kids leave their 
dirty socks lying around, if you can’t stand the latest influencer or 
YouTuber they seem to be inexplicably crazy about, then this is the 
book for you ... (and it will help your children too!).
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Women’s Self-defense (For Everyone)
Why this book?
As long as women are unable to live their lives with the freedom to go wherever 
they want, whenever they want, the legal system has failed them. It is at this 
point that many of them decide that their only option is to be able to defend 
themselves.
This book deals with an issue of increasing interest and awareness as notorious 
cases of gender violence proliferate around the world. 
The full scope of self-defense is explained, including information on managing 
emotions, personal space, communication and physical conflict, as well as the 
social framework in which violence occurs.
The book also deals with the relationship between the mind and body, and 
discusses the application of mindfulness for self-defense, as well as providing 
specific techniques for improving verbal communication.
As well as offering practical advice, the book takes a feminist stance against 
victim-blaming, and explores the social mechanisms of gender and violence.
With its clear, simple structure, it provides comprehensive information and 
guidelines on all aspects of self-defense. The author is a recognized specialist 
in the field, giving readers the benefit of her expertise in an accessible and 
engaging style.

ISBN: 978-84-18473-15-9 / Size: 15 x 23 cm  / 
Pages: 224 / Binding: Paperback  / Price: €14.90

ISBN: 978-84-18473-39-5  / Size: 15 x 23 cm  / 
Pages: 240 / Binding: Paperback  / Price: €16,90

ISBN: 978-84-18100-15-4  / Size: 15 x 23 cm  / 
Pages: 192 / Binding: Paperback  / Price: €16.90

Habit Makes the Yogi

Practice yoga anytime, anywhere
Many people take up yoga but find themselves somehow unable to make it 
a regular part of their daily lives. This book is aimed at everyone who does 
yoga, enjoys it and knows it is good for them, but who, for whatever reason, 
only practices it occasionally. It provides practical tips on how to overcome 
excuses, negative emotions and other common obstacles. Learn what to 
do when lack of time, laziness, frustration, negativity, fear or insecurity are 
holding you back. The author provides helpful advice on how to overcome 
these barriers, get hooked on yoga and make it part of your daily routine, no 
matter where you are or what your circumstances.

How to Enjoy Sex
Get to know yourself for a better sex life

For the five years she presented Contigo dentro, a night-time show on 
Spanish radio, Celia Blanco opened the airways to everyone who wanted 
to express their views on how to enjoy sex. On this show, as well as on the 
related blog and podcast, hundreds of people of all ages, genders and sexual 
orientations (cisgender, non-binary, bisexual, trans, homosexual, asexual, 
femdom women) contributed their own testimonies to help other people get 
to know themselves and each other.
In this book, Celia Blanco takes this multifaceted vision of modern-day sex 
and presents the certainties and doubts she has encountered as an adult 
woman as well as those that are found by others who have embarked on the 
path to sexual satisfaction. 
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The Way We Are
For a greater understanding of other people and 
better teamwork
This book introduces a system to help you get to 
know people, interact with them effectively and 
assist others in making successful connections. 
This system is what the authors call socio-
professional segmentation, and they have 
spent many years testing its efficacy in their 
work as consultants in team and organizational 
management.
The system starts with a basic classification of 
people into ‘Managers of people’ (P), ‘Managers 
of ideas’ (I) and 58

ISBN: 978-84-18473-80-7 / Size: 21 x 21 cm  / 
Pages: 288 / Binding: Paperback with flaps  / Price: €22.95

ISBN: 978-84-18473-83-8  / Size: 15 x 23 cm  / 
Pages: 192 / Binding: Paperback  / Price: €16,90

ISBN: 978-84-18473-16-6  / Size: 15 x 23 cm  / 
Pages: 192 / Binding: Paperback  / Price: €16.90

High Impact Presentations
An idea is only successful if we can express it in a simple, visual manner

In this book, you will find expert knowledge about how to use visual 
language to ensure that others understand you, and to put forward 
persuasive arguments.
This involves the following steps:
• structuring your ideas and organizing your thoughts
• selecting the best narrative to convey the story you want to tell
• selecting the graphics, typography, illustrations, photos and colours 
  to express what you want to say

This visual communication guide will give you the methods you need to 
create high-impact presentations. Whichever software package you use – 
Prezi, KeyNote or PowerPoint – what really matters is honing the creative 
and communicative skills that are a fundamental part of personal and 
professional development in today’s world. Without these skills, all the 
undergraduate and master’s degrees in the world won’t do you any good.

Boost Your Creativity
“Rewire” your brain to develop your full creative potential and allow brilliant ideas to 
shine through

Creativity is the human capacity that generates the brilliant ideas which change 
the world for the better, every day. Collectively, it promotes progress in every 
imaginable sphere of life: and at the personal level, it helps us to ask questions, 
seek solutions, express ourselves… and have fun! As Picasso said, creativity 
“washes the dust of everyday life from the soul”.

It’s no surprise then, in these times in which technology and machines can 
outperform humans at so many of the activities which once distinguished us, 
that creativity should again be valued as a quality, something that is not just 
the reserve of artists or eccentrics but is sought out in spheres as diverse as 
business, teaching and communication. At the same time, there has been huge 
progress in neuroscientific research into creativity… even if the general public 
remains unaware of this.

This book seeks to close this gap and to share the positive conclusions that 
neuroscience offers. Creativity is not some ethereal substance, breathed into a 
chosen few by the muses, but is, rather, a neurological process. It is unleashed 
inside our brains under certain conditions, and is something we can all harness 
to adopt imaginative solutions in any context and situation, whether it is 
visualizing your next sculpture, solving a conflict, or just deciding how to turn the 
meagre contents of your fridge into a tasty supper!
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50 Perfect Plants
Help your plants thrive!
Have you been given a plant but you don’t know how to look 
after it? Would you like to have beautiful houseplants but 
somehow you always end up killing them? Where’s the best 
place to keep a rubber plant?
For everyone who would like to be more green-thumbed, this 
book is the answer. A detailed guide to common house-
plants, it provides all the advice you need on when to buy 
them, what type of container they need, when to water and 
feed them and how to deal with bugs and plant diseases.

Mushrooms Guide
This guide, designed for beginners in this activity, halfway between 
hiking and gastronomy, helps us to recognize the most emblematic 
species and allows us to avoid confusion with toxic mushrooms.
In a first part, the fundamental knowledge that must be taken into 
account to go looking for mushrooms is exposed:
• The kingdom of mushrooms
• Recommendations
• How to identify mushrooms
• When to collect them
• Where to find them
Next come the info sheets of the 50 most common edible mus-
hrooms and the 15 toxic species that must be known. Mushrooms 
are classified by mycological families and each sheet has the fo-
llowing information: Name, scientific name and regional synonyms; 
Description; Habitat and fruiting season; Culinary value; Similarities 
with toxic species, and a detailed photograph.
The format and binding of the guide allows us to carry it in our bac-
kpacks, when we go to the mountain to look for mushrooms. 

Cactus and Other Fat Plants
What is the best cactus to start with? Do they need 
watering? Where are the best cactus gardens?
This fully illustrated guide answers all these questions 
and more, providing all the information you need to 
growing cacti and succulents. Detailed information is 
given on 
• 8 basic cacti projects
• 37 species of cactus
• 15 genera of succulents

ISBN: 978-84-16641-84-0  / Size: 20 x 23 cm / 
Pages: 160 / Binding: Hardback / Price: €15.00

ISBN: 978-84-18473-84-5 / Size:  12.5 x 19 cm / 
Pages: 192 / Binding: Flexibook / Price: €16.90

ISBN: 978-84-16641-85-7 / Size: 19 x 22 cm  / 
Pages: 128 / PBinding: Hardback / rice: €15.00
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The Vegetable Garden: Discover,                   
Enjoy and Taste
Growing vegetables is an increasingly popular hobby, even 
In cities where many schools now have a vegetable plot to 
get kids used to nature.

Designed for the whole family, this book is a useful 
introduction to the vegetable garden and includes 
information on all the different aspects of growing your 
own vegetable crops: planting, watering, basic tools, 
harvesting, crop rotation, how to keep your garden 
healthy, and so on. Learn too how to grow 20 different 
common vegetables and watch them grow day by day 
until they’re ready to eat. 

And once you’ve carefully grown your vegetables follow 
the recipes and savor your home-grown eggplant, 
zucchini, onions, strawberries, lettuce, tomatoes, peppers, 
and many more.

Foraging: Discover, Enjoy and Taste
A walk in the woods has long been a favorite weekend 
activity for all the family. A woodland outing complements 
classroom learning, encourages respect for the environment 
and provides endless ways to enjoy our spare time. 

This book teaches readers about the different types of forests 
in Spain, as well as the most common plant species and 
the riches to be found in protected areas. However, above 
all, it is a recipe book for foragers, with a wealth of ideas for 
tasting the bounty collected: blueberries, hazelnuts, wild 
strawberries, figs, mushrooms, blackberries, walnuts, pine 
nuts ... and even snails. The carefully selected high-quality 
photographs and illustrations will delight all readers.

ISBN: 978-84-15411-34-5 /  Size: 20 x 23 cm / 
Pages: 160 / PBinding: Hardback / rice: €16.50

ISBN: 978-84-15411-35-2 / Size: 20 x 23 cm / 
Pages: 160 / PBinding: Hardback / rice: €15.00
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Patchwork Bags
28 projects with step-by-step instructions and patterns

Dami Ruiz is one of the leading designers in the world of 
patchwork, renowned for her original, colorful projects.
Her latest book is a collection of projects for making 
patchwork bags from a variety of different cultures. Learn 
about how to make bags of all types: beach bags, tote 
bags, backpacks, clutches and many more. 

Each one comes with step-by-step instructions, patterns, 
photos of the bag’s details and of the finished product. 
Templates of special shapes are also provided and each 
project comes with useful notes and details of the fabrics 
and stuffing materials needed.

Easy Sewing Projects for your Home
This book presents 30 sewing projects to make and use at 
home and is designed to let you enjoy the simple everyday 
pleasures of life. Learn how to make a blanket for the couch, 
a pair of cozy slippers, a sewing box or a dust jacket for a 
favorite book. 
The projects have different levels of difficulty, but their step-
by-step photos and  clear instructions mean that everyone 
can make their home a more beautiful place. Most pieces 
are made with natural fabrics and environment-friendly 
materials.

Patchwork
30 projects with step-by-step instructions and patterns

Patchworking has a huge number of fans of all ages, 
men and women alike. There are many reasons why 
it continues to gain in popularity: it’s an enjoyable, 
relaxing, creative hobby that can save money and let 
you show off your individuality.
Let expert Dami Ruiz guide you through the wonderful 
world of patchworking with this practical guide that 
includes photographs, step-by-step illustrations and 
patterns.
The first section shows you how to make a range of 
accessories, including a cellphone cover, a laptop cover 
and a make-up bag. The second section contains a 
range of patchworking projects for the home: cushions, 
a table centerpiece, a blanket for the couch and  many 
more.

Rights sold in: Mexico

ISBN: 978-84-16368-95-2 / Size: 21.00 x 25.50 cm / 
Pages: 128  / Binding: Paperback / rice: €16.90

ISBN: 978-84-16984-01-5  / Size: 21.00 x 25.50 cm / 
Pages: 128  / Binding: Paperback / Price: €16.90

ISBN: 978-84-16124-42-8 / Size: 20,5 x 26 cm / 
Pages: 128 / Binding: Hardback / rice: €15.00
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The World of Wine
Written with the collaboration of outstanding wine 
experts and specialists in many other fields, The 
World of Wine is an illustrated compendium featuring 
hundreds of photographs. It covers various aspects of 
wine, including:
• An overview of the history of wine
• All you need to know about vine stocks and their 
varieties, grape harvesting, wine production methods, 
the certified guarantees of wine origin and quality, 
the different kinds of bottles and labels, wine-related 
architecture, trade fairs and much more.
• wine tasting, the role played by critics, how to serve 
wines, the different kinds of wine glasses, classic 
pairings, and how to cook with wine…

The Compendium of Wine and Wine Cellars
The Compendium of Wine and Wine Cellars reveals all 
the secrets of the world of wine in a book that is full of 
surprises. Look inside and you will find pop-up pages and 
windows that open to reveal information, anecdotes and a 
wealth of details on every page.

The book is divided into three sections. The first explains 
where wine comes from and provides an overview of the 
main wine-producing regions. The second section offers a 
general overview of wine production and storage. The final 
section covers how to serve wines, the techniques of wine 
tasting and which are the best food and wine pairings.

ISBN: 978-84-16641-40-6 / Size: 20 x 27 cm / 
Pages: 400  / Binding: Hardback / Price: €24.90

ISBN: 978-84-16124-11-4 / Size: 22 x 24.5 / 
Pages: 88  / Binding: Spiral-bound hardback / Price: €19.95

Land of Wines
A perfect gift for connoisseurs of wine combining a 
selection of useful accessories with a high-quality, full-
color book. Learn all the essential information about:
• Climates, soils, and grape varieties in the wine-
producing regions of Spain and Latin America.
• Ideas for wine tourism in Argentina, Chile, Mexico, and 
Spain.
• How wine is produced and stored.
• Which glass is best for serving each type of wine
• Food and wine pairings
Land of Wines comes in a luxurious presentation case and 
includes a corkscrew, a drip-proof pourer and a drip collar. This 
handsome gift is specially designed for lovers of all wines from 
Spain and Latin America.

NEW
EDITION

ISBN: 978-84-16984-66-4 / Size: 13 x 19.5 cm / 
Pages: 320 / Binding: Paperback with flaps /
Price: €25.90
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Super Easy Desserts
In this book, Pamela Rodríguez offers readers a collection 
of fuss-free recipes that will produce delicious results 
which are easy on the eye, quick to make, call for just a 
few ingredients, and won’t require the latest gadget or 
expensive equipment. This title will also be an excellent 
starting point for anyone who is interested in desserts 
and baking, and its simple but varied recipes are a great 
way to learn a wide range of techniques. Each recipe 
is accompanied by stunning photographs, and where 
necessary step-by-step pictures of the preparation process 
are provided. 

The 95 recipes in this book are arranged in the following 
sections: 
• Basic preparations
• Class in a glass
• Five ingredients
• One bowl
• Oven-free
• Blender
• And a final section on fermented doughs, a bonus track 
for bread lovers and anyone who wants to try something a 
little more challenging.

Desserts and Other Sweet Temptations
Food blogger Pamela Rodríguez is a passionate lover of 
desserts and the highest-rated posts on her website are 
always the recipes for sweet treats.

With her distinctively elegant writing style, Pamela 
encourages her many sweet-toothed followers to learn 
more and more about the wonderful world of desserts.
Now she has created this book, beautifully presented 
and with stunning photos throughout, in which she 
shares all her favorite recipes, from Spanish classics such 
as churros and Galician sponge cake, to more innovative 
creations such as mojito sorbet, Japanese cheesecake, 
beetroot cake and meringue kisses.

ISBN: 978-84-18473-80-7 / Size: 18.5 x 23.5 cm / 
Pages: 256  / Binding: Hardcover / Price: €22.95

ISBN: 978-84-16124-92-3 / Size: 18.5 x 23.5 cm / 
 Pages: 256  / Binding: Hardback / Price: €15.00
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Slow Cooker Slow Cooker Desserts

After the success of her first book, Slow Cooker, slow cooking 
expert Marta Miranda is back to share her collection of dessert 
recipes all made in the same no-rush way, using only the best of 
ingredients and a little loving care.

Learn all about slow-cooker techniques and how to use them 
for desserts, then browse through the large collection of recipes, 
including: all-time classics; recipes for beginners; sponge cakes; 
celebration cakes; breakfast treats; sweet and savory preserves; 
fruit puddings and many more. Each recipe comes with detailed 
instructions and useful information on ingredients, quantities, 
timings, temperatures and everything else you need to get you 
making slow-cooker desserts like a pro.

Vegan Recipes for the Slow Cooker
A guide to vegan cooking for those who love their slow cooker

Marta Miranda’s slow cooker goes totally green for this compilation of practical, 
plant-based recipes. A vegetable cookbook that everyone will love: flexitarians, 
vegans, vegetarians or simply lovers of vegetables and pulses, and all those 
who like to eat stews, soups, sauces... but who also enjoy a good brownie from 
time to time. More than 90 recipes to help you improve your everyday eating 
with a wide variety of vegetable dishes.

Why vegan slow cooking?
• If you have a slow cooker and want to eat more vegetables
• If you wish to structure a vegan diet around slow cooking
• If you are thinking about reducing the amount of animal protein in your diet
• If you love vegetables and pulses and are looking for new and surprising ways
  to introduce them into your dishes
Each recipe comes with two pictures: one of the ingredients inside the slow 
cooker pot and the other showing the finished dish. Ingredients and quantities 
are indicated for each recipe, followed by brief step-by-step instructions, 
information on the temperature and cooking time, and hints and tips from the 
author.

“When I first started using a slow cooker I really wished I 
had a book that would help me learn all about this way of 
cooking. I experimented a lot, and gradually I discovered that 
slow cooking is actually a very easy way of making delicious 
casseroles with amazing textures. The slow cooker really is 
the home cook’s best friend—with this one affordable gadget 
I can make a whole range of tasty, economical food.”

Three years later, and now a complete convert to this way of 
cooking, Marta Miranda shares her recipes and useful tips on 
how to get the most out of your slow cooker, whether you’re 
just starting out or already an experienced user. 

ISBN: 978-84-16641-47-5 / Size: 18.5 x 23.5 cm / 
Pages: 224  / Binding: Paperback / Price: €15.00

ISBN: 978-84-18100-68-0  / Size: 18.5 x 23.5 cm / 
Pages: 240 / Binding: Paperback / Price: €16,90

ISBN: 978-84-17273-64-4 / Size: 18.5 x 23.5  cm / 
Pages: 224  / Binding: Paperback / Price: €15.00
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Kitchen Tips and Techniques by Antonio 
Arrabal
Renowned chef and finalist in the TV show Top Chef, 
Antonio Arrabal shares hundreds of pro chef tips and 
techniques for everyone to try at home. This easy-to-
use book is divided into four sections: Vegetables, Fruit, 
Eggs and Dairy; Fish and Seafood; Meat and Poultry; and 
Desserts. It features 225 tips and 40 recipes accompanied 
by 340 step-by-step photographs by food photographer 
Diego Peláez. Much more than a traditional recipe book, 
this is a must-have for everyone who wants to learn the 
tricks of the trade.    

Microwave Cooking
Healthy, safe and sustainable

Microwaves are for more than simply heating up or defrosting 
food. This book shows you how to make the most of your 
microwave while enjoying a healthy, sustainable diet.
Learn the answers to the following questions and many more:
• How do microwaves work?
• Are they good for our health?
• What containers can be used in the microwave?
• Does microwave cooking kill off the vitamins in food?
The book also includes:
• Reference charts with cooking times for different types and 
quantities of ingredient.
• More than 80 recipes for cereals and grains, fish and seafood, 
meat and poultry, eggs, fruit and vegetables, and desserts.
• Hints and tips

This book was written by the Fundació Alicia, a science and 
nutrition research center founded in 2003. Its activities mainly 
involve developing innovative products and culinary processes 
to improve nutrition, with a particular focus on food allergies 
and intolerances, and other health problems. Other aims include 
improving eating habits and showcasing local produce. They 
work with renowned scientists and chefs, such as Ferran Adrià.

ISBN: 978-84-16124-03-9 / Size: 19 x 24 cm / 
Pages: 256  / Binding: Paperback / Price: €16.95

ISBN: 978-84-18100-98-7 / Size:  18.5 × 23.5 cm  / 
Pages: 256  / Binding: Paperback / Price: €17.95

Rights sold in: Latin America
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BEST-SELLER 
WITH OVER 
140,000 COPIES 
SOLD!

Home-Baked Bread
Making your own bread has never been easier! In this 
book, Ibán Yarza, the hugely popular artisan baker with 
a legion of followers online, shares with us everything he 
knows about bread-making. Ibán has taught hundreds of 
people to make perfect bread every time, and you too can 
learn the secrets of his craft.
In the different chapters, bread lovers
will discover:
• the essential ingredients, techniques and concepts for 
making good bread.
• recipes in three themed sections, using the techniques 
presented and with suggestions for variations.
• A question-and-answer section to troubleshoot all your 
bread-making problems, and a glossary of terminology.

Baking with Sylvain Vernay
How can you make sourdough bread at home? How can 
you tell if your starter is ready to use?
Which type of flour is best for each recipe? What is a baker’s 
percentage? What is the secret to making perfect puff 
pastry? How can you produce the best croissant dough? 
What is a simple fold? And a double fold? How can you be 
sure your sponge cake will be light and airy? When making 
choux pastry, should you use milk or water?
In this book, Sylvain Vernay – translator, photographer and 
a lover of all things doughy – will answer all the questions 
he gets asked via his blog and his Instagram account. Here, 
he brings together all his knowledge of artisan bread, 
pastry and confectionary. All of the more than 50 recipes 
share one common element: dough.
Each recipe is illustrated by a photograph of the finished 
product, encapsulating the inimitable, personal style of 
Sylvain’s work. And step-by-step pictures are included 
where required for more complex processes. Sylvain Vernay 
is the author of the visual content of this book.

ISBN: 978-84-16984-12-1  / Size: 18.5 x 23.5 cm / 
Pages: 256  / Binding: Paperback / Price: €15.00

ISBN: 978-84-18473-98-2  / Size:19.5 x 25 cm   / 
Pages: 288  / Binding: Hardback / Price: €22.50

Rights sold in: Ukraine    
and Latin America
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Lunchbox Recipes
Why go out for a sandwich when you could bring 
one of these delicious lunches to work? Food 
blogger Marta Miranda writes in the introduction 
to this book: “Tell me what’s in your lunchbox 
and I’ll tell you who you are”. Intrigued? Author 
Alfonso López goes on to share around 100 of 
his favorite lunchbox recipes with us. As always, 
Alfonso’s wise advice and entertaining stories 
make cooking a pleasure. Who could resist 
delving into chapters with titles like “Foolproof 
Classics,” “Mom, What Can I Take Today? and “It’s 
Getting Hot in Here.” You might never go out for 
lunch again! 

Dinner Ready in 25 Minutes
Much loved by his hundreds of thousands of 
followers, food blogger Alfonso López presents 
this collection of tasty recipes that combine 
the traditional cuisine of the Spanish region of 
Galicia, with a sprinkling of new ingredients and 
techniques. Each recipe is simple to prepare and 
has a detailed introduction, letting you get dinner 
on the table in 25 minutes flat! Enjoy delicacies 
such as stuffed eggs, saffron risotto, Galician 
pork loin with potatoes and cabbage, chocolate 
cheesecake and many many more.

ISBN: 978-84-16368-87-7 / Size: 18.50 x 23.50 cm / 
Pages: 256  / Binding: Paperback  / Price: €15.00

ISBN: 978-84-16124-93-0 / Size: 18.50 x 23.50 cm / 
Pages: 256  / Binding: Paperback / Price: €15.00
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Eating Well Every day

Delicious Recipes from the Vegetable Garden
Cook and     enjoy vegetables through the seasons

Eating a healthy and well-balanced diet has never 
been easier thanks to food blogger Alfonso López. A 
skilled cook as well as a popular food writer, Alfonso 
has put together a collection of simple, step-by-
step recipes covering everything from everyday 
pasta and vegetable dishes to more exotic fare 
such as hummus and muhammara. Clear step-
by-step instructions are provided for each recipe, 
interspersed with interesting facts and stories about 
the dishes and their ingredients.

Alfonso López Alonso remembers growing up in Galicia, northern Spain, 
where his parents tended their vegetable garden and treated it as though 
it were their most precious asset. Since then he has seen vegetables as the 
base on which to build his broad and varied culinary repertoire.
The book is divided into four sections corresponding to the seasons of 
the year. In each section, the author discusses which vegetables are in 
season, providing information on their taste and how they can be used 
in the kitchen, as well as key facts on their nutritional value: their fiber, 
carbohydrate and water content, calories, and so on, making this book 
much more than a simple collection of recipes.

Grandma‘s Recipes
A collection of traditional Spanish recipes compiled 
by successful food blogger Alfonso López. Alfonso 
shows you how to make these delicious recipes 
the good old-fashioned way, just as his grandma’s 
generation did. The book is divided into five 
chapters: Stews and Casseroles, Soups, Vegetables, 
Meat and Poultry, and Desserts, and features step-
by-step photos to guide you through each recipe. A 
true homage to classic regional Spanish cuisine. 

ISBN: 978-84-15785-09-5 / Size: 19 x 23.5 cm / 
 Pages: 288  / Binding: Hardback  / Price: €15.00

ISBN: 978-84-18100-67-3 / Size: 18.5 × 25 cm / 
 Pages: 288  / Binding: Hardback  / Price: €19.95

ISBN: 978-84-16984-08-4 / Size: 18,50 x 23.50 cm / 
Pages: 224  / Binding: Hardback / Price: €15.00
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Cook School: Rice
Rice is one of the star ingredients of Mediterranean 
cuisine and this book gives you all the tools you’ll need to 
become a true rice masterchef! Learn about the different 
types of grain, the most common varieties, the best 
utensils and equipment, and a wealth of chef’s secrets 
and tips to ensure perfect rice every time.

The biggest section of the book is devoted to recipes, 
each one illustrated with step-by-step photographs. 
The 57 recipes cover all tastes and skill levels: twice-
cooked rice, oven-baked rice with frogs’ legs, creamy 
rice with Catalan sausage, pilaf rice with cilantro, lime 
and cardamom ... and many more. A must-have book for 
foodies, written by an outstanding chef. 

About the author: 
Xesco Bueno is head chef at the Ca L’Esteve restaurant 
in Barcelona and a teacher of the culinary arts. He has 
taught at the prestigious Hofmann Culinary School and 
at the Sabores Taller de Cocina school of hospitality 
management, both in Barcelona. 

Cook School: Meat
Meat is one of the main building blocks of cooking, 
an important source of protein and a key ingredient 
of Mediterranean cuisine. This book presents detailed 
information on the farmed and wild animals that provide 
us with our meat, and tells you everything you need to 
know about the preparation and cooking of beef, pork, 
lamb, goat, rabbit, game and even exotic meats. 

Cook School Meat includes basic preparation techniques, 
with photographs and step-by-step instructions. These are 
followed by a series of recipes, from the most traditional 
to the most innovative, arranged by type of meat, and all 
with a final photo of the finished dish. You too will feel 
brave enough to take on the challenge of beef tataki with 
soy and tomato confit, authentic BBQ pork ribs, stuffed leg 
of kid and even a frogs’ legs and garlic stew!

ISBN: 978-84-16984-28-2 / Size: 19.5 x 24 cm / 
Pages: 256  / Binding: Paperback with flaps  / Price: €18.95

ISBN: 978-84-16984-28-2 / Size: 19.5 x 24 cm / 
 Pages: 64  / Binding: Paperback with flaps / Price: €18.95
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Vegan Patisserie School
Toni Rodríguez has spent years exploring the techniques and 
processes of vegan baking, and in this book he shares some of his 
most delicious creations with us. He started out by cracking the 
secret of plant-based macarons and discovering how to make a 
completely vegan coulant, and followed up with mousses, sponges, 
biscuits, custards, homemade margarine, fermented doughs and 
many more vegan delights.

The book contains more than 100 recipes, in the following sections:

• Basic preparations (margarine, custard, plant milk, crème 
pâtissière, homemade praline...)
• Sponges (walnut brownie, banana bread, lemon drizzle cake, 
madeleines...)
• Viennoiserie (brioche, cinnamon buns, babka, donuts, croissants, 
mille-feuille...)
• Breakfast and snacks (waffles, blueberry scones, flapjacks, 
aniseed rings...)
• Biscuits, shortbread and tarts (chocolate cookies, filled biscuits, 
apple pie, chocolate tart...)
• Macarons and petit-fours (Italian and French meringue macarons, 
ganache, brandy snaps...)
• Chocolate (white 35%, milk 42%, rochers, truffles...)
• Cakes (peanut bomb, carrot cake, coulant, opera cake, 
Sachertorte, dacquoise, raspberry Swiss roll...)
• Custard, creme caramel and mousse (tiramisu, crème brûlée, 
pastel de nata, classic creme caramel, Parisian custard pie, 
chocolate mousse...)
All the recipes are illustrated with photographs by Becky Lawton, 
with step-by-step pictures of the most complicated items.

ISBN: 978-84-18473-95-1  Size: 23 x 28 cm / 
 Pages: 320  / Binding: Hardcover / Price: €29.90
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Noa Eats Everything – No More Pacifiers – Noa Has a Little Brother
Bedtime – Potty Training – Noa’s Feelings and Emotions
Age 2+

A smile and a story are the best ways to help little ones leave behind their baby habits. 
A girl called Noa and her cat Tinta are a parent’s best allies when it comes to getting 
children into new routines. Reading stories that children will want to hear again and 
again while enjoying Òscar Julve’s engaging illustrations are a surefire way to help kids 
grow up and move on to the next stage of their childhood. 

Size: 20.5 x 19 cm / 
Binding: Hardback
Price: €9.90

Noa Eats Everything
ISBN: 978-84-9974-279-3

Bedtime
ISBN: 978-84-9974-247-2 

Noa’s Good Habits
ISBN: 978-84-9974-293-9

No More Pacifiers 
ISBN: 978-84-9974-246-5

Potty Training 
ISBN: 978-84-9974-248-9  

Noa’s Feelings and Emotions
ISBN: 978-84-9974-294-6 

Noa Has a Little Brother
ISBN:978-84-9974-278-6

—Buenas noches, cariño.

—¡Sí, para Álex!  
¡Adiós, chupete! 

Rights sold in: China
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Size: 25 x 30 cm / Binding: Padded hardback / Pages: 40 / Price: €14.90

Search and Find. In the City
ISBN: 978-84-9974-299-1

This city is a little crazy. It’s full of people, weird characters 
and strange animals. It’s a city that never sleeps. But this 
city was constructed in a hurry and has some elements 
out of place or just plain wrong: a giant umbrella that acts 
as a palm tree, traffic signs with the writing upside down, 
a fire fighter wearing a helmet from another era ... The city 
council has asked one of its inspectors to find all these 
things, and this is going to be one of your tasks too. Your 
other mission will be to find ten elements in each picture 
that belong to the different environments of a big city and 
that are illustrated in the book: a big central station, a fire 
station, a riverside avenue, the main square, a library, a 
museum, and so on. 

Search and Find. In the Maze
978-84-9974-335-6
Follow the amazing adventure  of a little robot, from 
its creation in a factory through its final destiny. Your 
challenge is to work your way along the mazes, looking 
for the different objects on each page. Young readers 
(and adults too!) will be able to test their powers of 
concentration and reasoning as well as their sense of 
direction.
Pay attention to every little detail, because there is another 
game in the book: finding the robot hiding somewhere on 
every page and guiding it through the maze until it reaches 
its destination.

Search and Find. Underground
978-84-9974-337-0
A mischievous cat wants to get back the chestnuts he was 
playing with that have escaped from between his paws. He will 
need readers to help! It’s easy to recognize the cat because of 
the red spot in his eye. But there are many other objects to spot 
in these beautifully detailed illustrations, and so children and 
adults alike will have to use all their powers of concentration. 
They will travel to the depths of the Earth, where they will visit 
an ant’s nest, the sewers, a subway station, an archaeological 
site, a mine, a cave, a volcano and even a group of elves.

Children will practice paying attention, concentrating, using 
their memory and   spotting different objects, all of which will 
help them develop a number of diverse skills. 

Search and Find. Animals
ISBN: 978-84-9974-297-7

The scientist Professor L. Oco has created twelve fantastic 
animals that he must take to a nature reserve on the other side of 
the world. He loads them in his truck and starts on a long journey 
through different natural habitats (grassland, desert, jungle, 
ocean floor, Mediterranean forest, tundra, prairie and more). 
However, he is a bit absent-minded and has forgotten to close the 
door of his truck, so he begins to lose an animal in each habitat. 
Our young readers’ mission is to find ten to fifteen species of 
animal belonging to each habitat, the imaginary animal created 
by Professor L. Oco, as well as the scientist and his truck.

In this way, children will learn how to place each animal in its 
correct habitat, developing at the same time a broad range of 
different skills, including how to concentrate, pay attention to 
detail and memorize facts.  

Rights sold in: ChinaRights sold in: China
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Infinite Books
Books without limits: discover a new book format, a patented 
invention that amplifies the stories

With their ingenious system of page folds and moving 
elements, these books will take the reader on a journey 
of discovery through text and illustrations that is truly 
infinite.
The original design by Juan Azpilicueta means each page 
can be read in many different ways, turning reading into a 
game without limits.
With an illustration style deliberately chosen to appeal to 
young readers, each publication is much more than just 
a book: it will consolidate fine motor skills, develop visual 
comprehension and reading ability, and stimulate the 
imagination, while expanding knowledge of the animal 
world and the cycle of life in the first title, and the solar 
system and the planets in the second.

Easy Gardening for Children
This book, with its many attractive, fun illustrations, 
will teach children all about growing their favorite 
plants and creating their own little garden. You’ll find 
lots of useful information on the basics of gardening, 
as well as easy, fun activities  relating to gardening 
and plenty of tips on how to make your garden 
green, in every sense of the word.

Easy Veg Growing with Children
This book contains all the answers you’ll need to the 
most common questions children ask about gardening: 
where do vegetables come from? When should we plant 
these seeds? Do we need to keep all animals away from 
the vegetable garden? Answers to these and many other 
questions that come up when you’re growing and tending 
your vegetables can all be found in this book.

Size: 23.5 x 22 cm / Pages: 4 moving pages with 
multiple folding combinations / Binding: Hardback / 
Price: €15.95

ISBN: 978-84-15411-92-5 / Size: 19 x 23.5 cm  / 
 Pages: 64  / Binding: Hardback /Price: €9.95

ISBN: 978-84-15785-90-3 / Size: 20 x 28 cm / 
Pages: 64  / Binding: Hardback / Price: €12.90

The Solar System
ISBN: 978-84-18473-93-7

The Egg or the Chicken?
ISBN: 978-84-18473-91-3

Age 3+
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My First Larousse of Don Quixote
978-84-16124-12-1

Enjoy the greatest adventure ever written! My First Larousse of Don 
Quixote lets you explore the vast world of art through the ages and 
throughout the world, from prehistoric cave art to the most modern 
contemporary art. the most important work in Spanish literature. 
Included in the My First Larousse collection, it is aimed not just at 
younger readers.

My First Larousse of Science Experiments
978-84-18100-70-3

With My First Larousse Book of Science Experiments children will learn how to perform 
simple experiments using easy-to-find household items. Each experiment is linked to 
a principle of physics or chemistry, such as aerodynamics, the dispersion of light in the 
color spectrum, photosynthesis, the different states of water and what enables fish and 
submarines to go under water. 
The experiments are clear and easy to understand. Each one appears on a double-page 
spread, with simple step-by-step instructions followed by a general explanation on 
the scientific principle behind it. Where relevant, there is information on the scientist 
(Hippocrates, Leonardo da Vinci, Isaac Newton) who discovered the principle.

My First Larousse of Art
ISBN: 978-84-16641-33-8

With My First Larousse of Art lets you explore the 
vast world of art through the ages and throu-
ghout the world, from prehistoric cave art to the 
most modern contemporary art.

Rights sold in: Latin America and in China

My First Larousse of the Universe
ISBN: 978-84-17273-58-3

My First Larousse of the Universe provides answers to the 
many questions that children ask when looking up at 
the sky. Packed with simple, clear explanations on such 
concepts as planets, stars, galaxies and comets, it also 
sends readers on a tour of the history of astronomy, from 
Babylon to the latest space probes traveling through the 
universe. You can even learn about space tourism!
Rights sold in: China

My First Larousse of the Human Body
ISBN: 978-84-17273-59-0

My First Larousse on the Human Body will help all children of 
elementary school age to discover the human body. Learn 
more about the five senses; how the digestive system works; 
the importance of personal hygiene; the different types of 
muscles; and how the heart beats. Each page is beautifully 
illustrated, providing a fascinating accompaniment to the text and 
encouraging readers to browse its pages.

Rights sold in: China

Mi primer
Larousse del 
Quijote
Con Mi primer Larousse 
del Quijote descubrirás 
la obra más importante 
de la literatura universal, 
escrita por Miguel de 
Cervantes, en la que se 
explican las aventuras del 
caballero andante don 
Quijote de la Mancha y 
de su escudero Sancho 
Panza. Acompáñalos en 
sus locuras.

Explicaciones 
sencillas

Selección 
de textos 
originales 
entre 
comillas

Numerosas 
ilustraciones

Un título para 
cada doble 
página

Una pequeña 
introducción 
aclaratoria

Las doncellas inspiraron a Don Quijote 
sus sueños de caballerías.

El bandolero 
Roque 
Guinart es 
uno de los 
muchos 
personajes 
de la obra.

Miguel de Cervantes publicó 
en 1605 el famoso libro Don 
Quijote de la Mancha.
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Quijote de la ManchaQuijote de la Mancha.
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Mi primer

banco
Es un asiento 
largo y 
estrecho donde 
se pueden 
sentar varias 
personas

zorro
Es un animal 

con la 
cola larga 
y peluda, 
y el ocico 

puntiagudo...

aterrizar
Un avión aterriza cuando baja 
hasta posarse en el suelo.

herida
Es un corte o 
rasguño  que 
alguien se 
hace 
al caerse

faro
Es una torre que 

ilumina la entrada 
de un puerto.

zorro
Es un animal 

con la 
cola larga 
y peluda, 
y el ocico 

puntiagudo...

banco
Es un asiento 
largo y 
estrecho donde 
se pueden 
sentar varias 
personas

Un avión aterriza cuando baja 

al caerse

Es una torre que 
ilumina la entrada 

de un puerto.
ballena
Es el animal más 
grande de todos. 
Y vive en el mar.

kilómetro
Los kilómetros miden la distancia. 
Un kilómetro equivale a 1000 metros.

Larousse de la

Mi primer

¿Por qué no 
podemos comer 
solamente lo que 
más nos gusta?

¿Sabías que los 
incas bla bla 
bla...?

Los griegos bla 
bla bla...

Galileo fue el 
descubridor de.... 
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¿Sabes 
cuál es el 
arco mejor 
conservado 
de la época 
romana? 

La escritura china 
tiene más de 5000 
años de antigüedad.

Los 
caballeros 
de la Edad 
Media bla 
bla bla...

94 95

El aparato digestivo consta del tubo digestivo, de unos 9 metros de longitud, y de las glándulas digestivas. Los alimentos atraviesan el tubo digestivo desde la boca hasta el ano. Las glándulas vierten jugos en el tubo digestivo.

EL RECORRIDO DE LOS ALIMENTOS
La digestión se realiza en el aparato digestivo. Consiste en triturar los alimentos hasta convertirlos en nutrientes que se pueden absorber  y utilizar por las células.

Boca

Glándulas salivales

Esófago

Hígado

Estómago

Páncreas

Intestino grueso

Intestino delgado

Recto

Las fases de la digestión

Ingestión: Introducimos los alimentos en la boca y los masticamos con los dientes. Se mezclan con la saliva y se forma el bolo alimenticio.

Digestión: en el estómago, los jugos gástricos trocean el bolo alimenticio hasta convertirlo en moléculas pequeñas  o nutrientes.

Absorción: los nutrientes atraviesan  el tubo digestivo y se dirigen a la sangre que los transportará hasta las células.

Asimilación: en las células los nutrientes se utilizan para obtener energía o para fabricar las moléculas necesarias para  el crecimiento y renovación.

Defecación: las sustancias que no se han digerido se expulsan por el ano hacia  el exterior en forma de heces.

EstómagoEstómago el tubo digestivo y se dirigen a la sangre el tubo digestivo y se dirigen a la sangre que los transportará hasta las células.que los transportará hasta las células.

: en las células los nutrientes : en las células los nutrientes : en las células los nutrientes : en las células los nutrientes 
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¿Lo sabías?¿Qué diferencia hay entre niños gemelos y niños mellizos?A veces los embarazos son múltiples, es decir, en el vientre de la madre hay dos o fetos (gemelos o mellizos), tres (trillizos) e incluso a veces más.La diferencia es que los gemelos se forman a partir de un único óvulo fecundado y son niños iguales, y los mellizos de dos óvulos y son niños distintos.

Peso niños Peso niñas Altura niños Altura niñasAl nacer 3,5 kg 3,3 kg 50 cm 48 cmCon 3 meses 6,5 kg  5,9 kg 61 cm 60 cmCon 6 meses 7,9 kg  7,4 kg 68 cm 66 cmCon 9 meses 9 kg  8,2 kg 72 cm 70 cmCon 12 meses 9,7 kg  9 kg 76 cm 74 cmCon 15 meses 10,3 kg  9,8 kg 79 cm 77 cmCon 18 meses 11 kg  10,2 kg 83 cm 81 cmCon 21 meses 11,6 kg  11 kg 85 cm 84 cmCon 24 meses 12,1 kg  11,6 kg 88 cm 87 cm

LA INFANCIA HASTA LOS DOS AÑOSLos niños se desarrollan a ritmos distintos: durante el primer año de vida los avances son espectaculares. Y durante el segundo año, empiezan a caminar y hablar.

Al nacer, los bebés prácticamente solo duermen y comen.

Hacia los 7 meses empiezan a salir los primeros dientes y con diez meses gatean… ¡ya se conocen toda la casa!

A los seis meses sienten curiosidad por todo, pueden estar sentados, son capaces de agarrar objetos con la mano y…  ¡se lo llevan todo a la boca!

Con un año y medio suelen caminar  con facilidad y empiezan a decir palabras seguidas con sentido.

Con dos años empiezan a controlar las ganas de hacer pipí y caca  y se les puede retirar el pañal.

El pediatra, médico especialista en niños, controla el peso y la altura del pequeño. En la siguiente tabla verás los pesos y alturas medias:

Con más o menos dificultades a partir de los 12 meses se ponen de pie  y ¡consiguen caminar!

Mamá, dame la pelota.
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Con Mi primer Larousse 
del Cuerpo Humano 
aprenderás cómo son los 
seres humanos, cómo 
vivimos en sociedad y 
cómo somos por dentro: 
huesos, músculos y 
órganos explicados de 
manera fácil y divertida 
para entender cómo 
funcionan y para qué 
sirven.

Un icono para 
identifi car 
cada capítulo

Explicaciones
sencillas

Numerosas 
ilustraciones

Un título para  
cada doble 
página

Una pequeña 
introducción

del

El cuerpo humano tiene 206 huesos que nos permiten 
movernos, a la vez que también protegen los órganos del 
cuerpo.

Los pulmones, 
situados en la 
cavidad torácica, 
son la pieza 
esencial del 
aparato 
respiratorio.

El hígado es el órgano más grande
del cuerpo. Produce un líquido llamado 
bilis que sirve para descomponer las 
grasas durante la digestión.

La lengua es un órgano muscular 
que participa en la digestión, el 
sentido del gusto y el habla.

El aparato 
locomotor 
lo forman los 
músculos y 
los huesos.
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diccionario

Mi primer

bancoEs un asiento largo y estrecho donde se pueden sentar varias personas

zorroEs un animal con la cola larga y peluda, y el ocico puntiagudo...aterrizarUn avión aterriza cuando baja hasta posarse en el suelo.heridaEs un corte o rasguño  que alguien se hace al caerse

faroEs una torre que ilumina la entrada de un puerto.

zorroEs un animal con la cola larga y peluda, y el ocico puntiagudo...

bancoEs un asiento largo y estrecho donde se pueden sentar varias personas

Un avión aterriza cuando baja 

al caerse

Es una torre que ilumina la entrada de un puerto.ballenaEs el animal más grande de todos. Y vive en el mar.

kilómetroLos kilómetros miden la distancia. Un kilómetro equivale a 1000 metros.

Larousse de laMi primer

¿Por qué no podemos comer solamente lo que más nos gusta? ¿Sabías que los incas bla bla bla...?

Los griegos bla bla bla...

Galileo fue el descubridor de.... 
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¿Sabes cuál es el arco mejor conservado de la época romana? 

La escritura china tiene más de 5000 años de antigüedad.

Los caballeros de la Edad Media bla bla bla...

Mi primer Larousse
del Cuerpo Humano

2682079
ISBN:  978-84-17273-58-3
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Con Mi primer Larousse 
del Universo recorrerás 
la Luna, el Sol, todos los 
planetas del Sistema Solar, 
las estrellas y las galaxias. 
Aprenderás cómo ha 
evolucionado la astronomía, 
desde las antiguas 
civilizaciones hasta hoy, y 
los principales hitos de los 
viajes espaciales. 

Las galaxias 
espirales tienen 
un núcleo 
brillante y 
unos brazos 
espirales también 
brillantes,  
redondeados y 
bien defi nidos, 
donde se 
acumulan las  
estrellas.

Cuando Neil Armstrong empezó 
a caminar en la Luna dijo: «Un 
pequeño paso para el hombre, 
pero un gran paso para la 
humanidad».

Un telescopio de unos 20 cm de diámetro 
será un buen instrumento para ver los 
anillos de Saturno, entre muchas otras 
cosas.

La velocidad que 
tiene que alcanzar un 
cohete para vencer la
atracción de la Tierra es
de ¡40 320 kilómetros 
por hora!

El planeta Saturno, 
tiene un diámetro 10 
veces más grande 
que la Tierra.

Kukulkán es una pirámide 
o templo maya de México. 
Tiene numerosos símbolos que 
hacen referencia al calendario.

Un icono para 
identifi car 
cada capítulo

Explicaciones
sencillas

Numerosas
ilustraciones

Un título para 
cada doble 
página

Una pequeña 
introducción
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diccionario

Mi primer

bancoEs un asiento largo y estrecho donde se pueden sentar varias personas

zorroEs un animal con la cola larga y peluda, y el ocico puntiagudo...aterrizarUn avión aterriza cuando baja hasta posarse en el suelo.heridaEs un corte o rasguño  que alguien se hace al caerse

faroEs una torre que ilumina la entrada de un puerto.

zorroEs un animal con la cola larga y peluda, y el ocico puntiagudo...

bancoEs un asiento largo y estrecho donde se pueden sentar varias personas

Un avión aterriza cuando baja 

al caerse

Es una torre que ilumina la entrada de un puerto.ballenaEs el animal más grande de todos. Y vive en el mar.

kilómetroLos kilómetros miden la distancia. Un kilómetro equivale a 1000 metros.

Larousse de laMi primer

¿Por qué no podemos comer solamente lo que más nos gusta? ¿Sabías que los incas bla bla bla...?

Los griegos bla bla bla...

Galileo fue el descubridor de.... 

H
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¿Sabes cuál es el arco mejor conservado de la época romana? 

La escritura china tiene más de 5000 años de antigüedad.

Los caballeros de la Edad Media bla bla bla...

2682080
ISBN:  978-84-17273-59-0

2682069
ISBN:  978-84-18882-06-7

Hoy día a través de 
internet podemos 
escuchar toda la música 
que nos guste.

Hoy día a través de 
internet podemos 
escuchar toda la música 
que nos guste.

El bandolero 
Roque 
Guinart
uno de los 
muchos 
personajes 
de la obra.

sencillas

Como buen 
caballero, defendió 
el honor de 
Dulcinea. pero 
salió derrotado.

El fi el escudero Sancho Panza
le acompañó en sus andanzas.

Rights sold in: China and Latin America

Age 6+

Age 6+

Age 6+

Age 6+

Size: 21 x 24.5 cm  / 
Binding: Hardback
 Price: €19.95 
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Size:14 x 20.5 cm / Pages: 64  
Binding: Hardback  /  Price: €12.50

 ISBN:  978-84-9974-205-2

 ISBN: 978-84-9974-203-8

 ISBN:  978-84-9974-204-5

Super Nosy 365. 
One Word for Every Day
How much do 365 words weigh? 600 grams. How 
much space do they fill? 609 cubic centimetres. 
How many letters do they contain? Almost 2600. 
Can you learn 365 words in a year? Of course you 
can! Particularly if you learn one a day.

This spiral notebook flips open to offer 365 words 
linked to drawings and questions about the world, 
with one for each day. The tried and tested Super 
Nosy format is guaranteed to satisfy your curiosity 
and unleash your imagination, all with a healthy 
serving of surreal humour.

The words, texts and images have been selected to 
meet the needs of school-age children and families 
who enjoy sharing books in their free time.

Welcome to the Super Nosy club!

 ISBN:  978-84-9974-228-1 

 ISBN:  978-84-9974-227-4

Rights sold in: China

The Super Nosy 5+

The Universe
Could a meteorite hit Earth? Which 
planet turns the fastest? Can we live on 
other planets? Why are planets round? 
Do we have to do special training to 
become astronauts? Does the sun 
move?

The Human Body
Why do we get the hiccups? Why do we 
yawn? Why is blood red? Why is wee so 
warm and yellow? Why do we sometimes 
get goose pimples? Why do some 
children write with their left hand?

The Animals
What do camels keep inside their 
humps? How many ants can an 
anteater eat in a day? What are 
horns for? What do elephants use 
their trunks for? Why do jellyfish 
sting us? Why does a chameleon 
change colour?

The Farm
Do farm animals go to the doctor? 
Why are some eggs white and others 
brown? What is cow’s poo used for? 
How do horses sleep? Are donkeys 
silly? Why do sheep get shorn?

The Four Seasons
Do they have four seasons in every 
country in the world? Do all planets 
have seasons? Who draws weather 
maps? Why are there so many flies in 
summer? Are all the clouds in the sky? 
How fast does rain fall? Can tornados 
make cows fly?  

Age 5+

ISBN: 978-84-188100-83-3 / Size: 14 × 14 cm / 
Pages: 384 / Binding: Hardback with wire’o  / 
Price: €16.950
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The Global World 
ISBN: 978-84-9974-157-4

Everyday Maths

ISBN:978-84-9974-260-1

Let’s Save the Planet!

ISBN: 978-84-9974-347-9

Who is Who?
ISBN: 978-84-9974-158-1

The Human Body  
ISBN: 978-84-9974-138-3

In the same series:  
Ancient Rome, Viruses and Bacteria, We Play Football, Space Travel.

The Earth and the Universe

 ISBN: 978-84-9974-139-0

Tricky Questions 

ISBN: 978-84-9974-220-5

Everyday Science

ISBN: 978-84-9974-222-9

Prehistory
 ISBN: 978-84-9974-218-2

What do we Eat?
ISBN: 978-84-9974-287-8

Inventions

  ISBN: 978-84-9974-262-5 

Journey into the Future
ISBN:978-84-9974-291-5

Who Does What?

ISBN: 978-84-9974-289-2

Dinosaurs
 ISBN: 978-84-9974-189-5

Animals
ISBN: 978-84-9974-140-6

The Super Nosy 8+
A series for the most inquisitive children.
No topic is alien to children and their questions 
can be as ingenious as they are difficult to 
answer. To help us adults to find those answers 
keep the little ones entertained, Vox presents its 
best-selling children’s series Super Nosy, books 
that combine imagination, surrealism and 
curious facts, accompanied by fun illustrations. 
The length of the answers is appropriate to the 
age of the young reader. The books have been 
specially designed to be childproof, with spiral 
binding, laminated pages and magnetized 
covers, making them robust and durable.

Size: 15 x 21 cm /Pages: 96 
Binding: Hardback, spiral bound / Price: €14.90

Rights sold in: Latin America and China
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The Super Nosy XXL
365 Questions to Rack Your Brain
The smartest people say that you should never go to 
sleep before asking at least one question to try and learn 
something new about the world. To help everyone with 
this interesting task, the Super Nosy series brings you one 
question for every day of the year, along with its answer 
and extra information that will get you asking even more 
questions! 

This bumper book has been designed for adults and 
children to sit down together, leaf through its pages, talk 
about what they find and admire its rich illustrations. 
Most important of all, they will awaken their curiosity 
about the world – and with curiosity comes knowledge.

XXL Atlas
The Super Nosy team go on a journey around the world, discovering 
continents and countries as they go. With every new place, they have a 
question to ask that will get you thinking… and make you laugh!

 • Why is Europe called the Old World?
 • Does France have a small version of the Sahara desert?
 • Does Germany have a jungle?
 • Is there a little man who pees in the street in Belgium?
 • Does Moldavia exist or was it invented for The Adventures of Tintin?
 • How much did Alaska cost?
 • Do people in Guatemala go shopping with birds?
 • Does Laos have a million elephants?
 • Did the Japanese invent chopsticks?

This bumper atlas has been designed for adults and children to sit down 
together, leaf through its pages, talk about what they find and admire its 
entertaining maps, questions and illustrations, featuring thousands of fun 
facts on the five continents. Most important of all, the atlas will awaken 
children’s curiosity about the world – and with curiosity comes knowledge. 

Let’s Travel to the Future!
Science is unstoppable. With this book the Super Nosy team, who want to 
know everything, open the door to the future that is already here.

Featuring 365 questions, one for every day of the year, divided into themes: 
Learn what the future holds for work, medicine, school, transportation, 
robots, space travel... and much more

 • Are we going to use our computers to do everything?
 • Will we live until we’re over a hundred?
 • Will the whole world use a single currency?
 • Will we be able to smell photographs?
 • Are we going to be able to make blood?
 • What games will we play during school recreation?
 • Will people fly?
 • Will robots command people?
 • Is a lunar base going to be built soon?
 • Are we going to be able to work on Mars?
 • Will the Sun always be there?
 • Will we find out if aliens exist?

This bumper book has been designed for adults and children to sit down 
together, leaf through its pages, talk about what they find and admire its 
rich illustrations. Most important of all, the book will awaken children’s 
curiosity about the world—and with curiosity comes knowledge.In the same series: 

Crazy about Science,
Let’s Travel through Europe!

ISBN: 978-84-9974-264-9 / Size: 29 x 32.5 cm / 
Binding: Hardback / Pages: 112 / Price: €18.50

ISBN: 978-84-9974-331-8 / Size: 29 x 32.5 cm / 
Binding: Hardback / Pages: 112 / Price: €18.50

ISBN: 978-84-9974-349-3 / Size: 29 x 32.5 cm / 
Binding: Hardback / Pages: 112 / Price: €18.50

Rights sold in: China and Slovakia
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The Super Nosy Rack Their Brains
A fun game of questions and answers for all the family.

Test the general knowledge of grandparents, parents 
and children with this entertaining game based on the 
questions and answers of The Super Nosy series of books. 
Fun for all the family! 

Features 186 questions divided into the following subjects:

 • Animals and plants

 • World geography

 • From head to toe (the human body)

 • Science, inventions and technology

 • The stars and the universe

 • Major historical and fictional characters

Each card features a question with four possible answers. The correct answer is printed on the 
back of the card and the player who gets most correct answers wins.

If you want to learn more about a particular question and its answer, you can find extra 
information in the book that accompanies the question cards.

The Super Nosy Want to Know 
Everything about Christmas
A fun game of questions and answers for all the family.
Test the general knowledge of grandparents, parents 
and children with this entertaining game based on the 
questions and answers of The Super Nosy series of books. 

The Super Nosy at the Olympic Games

ISBN: 978-84-9974-324-0 / Book format: 13.5 x 13.5 cm / Box size: 14 x 14 x 9 cm 
Binding: Paperback / Pages: 192 + 186 cards / Price: €22.50

ISBN: 978-84-9974-333-2/ Size: 23.5 x 30.2 cm / 
Binding: Hardback / Pages: 64 / Price: €17.90

ISBN: 978-84-9974-343-1/ Size: 23.5 x 30.2 cm / 
Binding: Hardback / Pages: 64 / Price: €17.90
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Guesstonauts
If you want to become a Guesstonaut, you’ll have to 
devour this collection of riddles. Turn the pages and you’ll 
also find a fun game to play and a whole lot of surprises. 
Dani Vinanza VX37 has just arrived from outer space.  Join 
him in his search for the secrets hidden within  these 60 
riddles and help him in his awesome mission.
Enjoy looking at Màriam Ben-Arab’s beautifully detailed 
illustrations.
Have fun, get thinking and work out the answers to 
Marcelo Mazzanti’s riddles.

Guesstonauts. A Journey through Time
The Guesstonauts return to Earth. This time, our favorite 
alien, Dani Vinanza, is looking for a group of mischievous 
Martians who have borrowed a time machine and are 
traveling back to some of the most important moments in 
human history.
This book contains more than 50 riddles and a puzzle 
that  children will have to solve so that Dani Vinanza and 
his friends can return to Mars. Fun is guaranteed thanks to 
Màriam Ben-Arab’s beautifully detailed illustrations and 
the ingenious riddles invented by Marcelo Mazzanti.

Guess how many Riddles you’ll Guess
Riddles are good at making you smarter and awakening 
your imagination. The young and the not so young will all 
be able to enrich their vocabulary by solving these puzzles. 
Why not work through them together and see who is first to 
find the answer!

Màriam Ben-Arab’s richly detailed illustrations will give you 
plenty of ideas for creating new riddles of your own and 
so the book will be a great source of fun for a long time to 
come. How many riddles will you solve?

Guesstonauts. A Journey through Fairy Tales
The Guesstonauts are ready to wreak havoc on the classic fairy tales 
that children enjoy most. Dani Vinanza will chase mischievous little 
Martians through the adventures of Pinocchio, Snow White, The Tin 
Soldier, Little Red Riding Hood and The Three Little Martians (hold 
on, wasn’t it The Three Little Pigs?).
This book contains over 50 riddles and a puzzle that children will 
have to resolve so that Dani Vinanza and his friends can return to 
Mars.

ISBN: 978-84-9974-187-1 / Size: 28 x 20.5 cm / 
Pages: 64  / Binding: Hardback / Price: €10.90

ISBN: 978-84-9974-345-5 / Size: 27 x 19 cm / 
Pages: 64  / Binding: Hardback / Price: €10.90

ISBN: 978-84-9974-258-8 / Size: 27 x 19 cm / 
Pages: 64  / Binding: Hardback / Price: €10.90

ISBN: 978-84-9974-328-8 / Size: 27 x 19 cm / 
Pages: 64  / Binding: Hardback / Price: €14.90
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Play with English
A fun way to learn English, enhance their vocabulary and 
improve their knowledge of the English language.

The box includes a board with a hangman game and a 
marker.

Girls Can Play Anything!
Sportswomen take center stage

There is no such thing as boys’ sports and girls’ sports. We 
can all take part in and enjoy the sports we like most. In 
this book, Natalia Arroyo Clavell and Elisa Sanjuan Ramirez 
present details of more than 50 different sports: individual 
and team sports, sports that are practiced on wheels, on 
water, on the snow or on a tatami. Learn too about the most 
successful sportswomen in each category, and those who 
were trailblazers in their discipline.

Enjoy the movement and activity that jump off the page, ably 
assisted by Roger Zanni’s amusing illustrations.

Foreword by Laia Palau, international basketball player.

Find the app in the App Store!

ISBN: 978-84-9974-021-8 / Size: 17 x 12 cm / 
Pages: 64  / Binding: Boxed set / Price: €21.95

ISBN: 978-84-18100-93-2 / Size: 19.5 × 29 cm / 
Pages: 96  / Binding: Paperback / Price: € 8.95
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The Forest of Colors
Age 4+  /  Over 60 titles • Stop Plastics!

• I’m Losing my Teeth
• I’m Too Scared
• What Can We Do in the Summer?
• John is Dirty
• We are United!
• To Touch the Moon
• Mr. Soup
• Road Safety Education
• The Big Turnip
• The Little Christmas Tree
• The Elves and the Shoemaker
• Animal Haikus
• Viruses and Bacteria
• Pets

• Stop Plastics!
• Dolphins
• Whales
• Horses
• Chicken
• Lions
• Bees
• Butterflies
• Rice
• Rocks and Minerals
• The Weather
• The Four Seasons
• Look at the Sky

This series of books will encourage young children to start 
reading on their own. Each two-page spread presents a short 
text written in block capitals and then in joined-up writing. 
The series also introduces children to the basics of society 
and nature.

ISBN: N.A. / Size: 21 x 21 cm / 
Pages: 24 / Binding: Papeback / Price: €6.90
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DARRERS TÍTOLS DE LA COL·LECCIÓ

• LA BELLA DORMENT

• LES SET CABRETES I EL LLOP

• LA LLEGENDA DE SANT JORDI

• MIRAR EL CEL

• ONZE POEMES

• LA GALLINA

• EN SELVIN VIU A GUATEMALA

• TINC UNA MASCOTA!

• RODOLINS I ENDEVINALLES 

• EL CAVALL

Llibres pensats per afavorir la lectura autònoma dels infants.  

Cada doble pàgina presenta el text  

escrit en dues modalitats de lletra: de pal i lligada.

Hi trobareu llibres de contes tradicionals i llibres que introdueixen l’infant  

en coneixements sobre el medi social o el medi natural.
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Extraordinary Stories
Age 5+

All the stories are simple and easy to understand yet 
all tell an extraordinary story.

These stories will encourage new readers to keep 
reading and never stop reading.

ISBN: / Size: 23 x 26.5 cm / 
 Pages: 48 / Binding: Hardback / Price: €12.90

 ISBN:  978-84-489-4212-0

Saint George and the Dragon
Young readers will love this tale of St George, the dragon 
and the princess. This new version of the famous 
legend has much to discover ... and look out for the new 
characters in the illustrations!

 ISBN:  978-84-489-4269-4

The Tales of Grandma Duli
Grandma Duli is always kind and cheerful,  and her 
grandchildren love to go and visit her, especially little Aleix who 
enjoys listening to Grandma’s stories of when she was his age. 
Readers will love the tales of Vilatorreta, a town filled with people 
and animals, the funny story of Fina and a very special mailbox, 
and the story of the brave little beaver who goes exploring.

 ISBN:  978-84-489-4273-1

Beep, beep! The Three Wise Mens’ Adventure
The Three Wise Men find baby Jesus in a cave. But he 
seems to have a horn that goes beep, beep! Have they 
found the wrong child? Everyone will enjoy this funny 
tale featuring the Three Wise Men.

 ISBN: 978-84-489-4660-9

Where are you, Kazimir?
Boris Kartoff is a painter. An artist! Things were going 
well. He painted many paintings but then he ran out 
of ideas. After finishing a self-portrait he doesn’t know 
what else to paint. Searching for Kazimir, his lost cat, 
he discovers that there are many things around the city 
just waiting to be painted!

 ISBN:  978-84-489-4272-4

Grandma Duli and the Tales of Vilatorreta 
It’s Grandma Duli’s lucky day. Her grandchildren have found 
another book of stories all about the town of Vilatorreta. Today, 
Mireia will read about the adventures of Pius the bunny rabbit, 
and what happened to him one windy day, and the terribly polite 
Mrs. Montserrat and her little problems.
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Oriol the Elf
Age 5+

Oriol the Elf is the lovable, plucky hero of this successful 
children’s series by the internationally renowned author and 
artist Òscar Sardà. 
Oriol has many adventures, and nature is always there to 
give him a helping hand. He can count on his friends to help 
him through his amazing experiences and at the end of each 
one the whole village celebrates his victories with a big party.

• Oriol the Elf and the Honey Adventure 
• Oriol the Elf and the Magic Green Peas 
• Oriol the Elf Christmas Special 
• Oriol the Elf and the Magic Book 
• Oriol the Elf and the Magic Spear 
• Oriol the Elf and the Chocolate Adventure 
• Oriol the Elf and the Autumn Spirit 
• Oriol the Elf and the Magic Rose 
• Oriol the Elf and the Birthday Party 
• Oriol the Elf and the Enchanted Castle 
• Oriol the Elf and the Lost Kingdom 
• Oriol the Elf and the Mysterious Labyrinth 
• Oriol the Elf and the Strange Spell 
• Oriol the Elf and the Magic Dragon 
• Oriol the Elf and the Eagle’s Peak 
• Oriol the Elf and the Glow-worm
• Oriol the Elf and the Mechanical Giant
• Oriol the Elf and the Snowman 
• Oriol the Elf and the Mysterious Dog
• Oriol the Elf and the Plastic Island
• Oriol the Elf and the Magic Stones
• Oriol the Elf at the Dinosaurs Valley
• Oriol the Elf and the Teeth Mystery

Spanish translation available for Latin American rights.

ISBN: N.A. / Size: 27 x 18 cm / 
Pages: 40 / Binding: Hardback / Price: €11.90
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S O P A  D E  C O N T E S Òscar Sardà

El follet Oriol 
i el llibre màgic

L E C T U R A 
ACOMPANYADA

En aquesta aventura, el druida demana al follet Oriol que li vagi a

buscar una falç nova a l’altre costat de la vall. Però això només és

una excusa per tenir el follet allunyat del poble perquè entre tots

volen preparar-li una sorpresa: una festa d’aniversari. Serà una festa

molt especial perquè hi assistiran tots els amics del follet i també

alguns «enemics», que han compartit amb ell les aventures anteriors.

Per a primers lectors

Les dues tipologies textuals que
presenten aquests llibres permeten,
d’una banda, que l’adult faci una
lectura del text més llarg a l’infant,
i, de l’altra, que l’infant s’atreveixi
amb la lectura d’una frase feta amb
lletra de pal, que resumeix el
contingut de cada il·lustració.

I S B N 978-84-489-2830-8
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El follet Oriol
i la festa d’aniversari

Òscar Sardà

Lectura acompanyada

L E C T U R A
ACOMPANYADA

ALTRES AVENTURES DEL FOLLET ORIOL:

S O P A D E C O N T E S

El follet Oriol i els seus amics troben una granota. La granota està

trista perquè ha patit un encanteri i ha deixat de ser el príncep que

era. Necessita que algú desfaci l’encanteri. La Irina fa un petó a

la granota, però aquesta no es converteix en un príncep, sinó en

un malvat ogre. El nostre heroi tramarà un pla enginyós perquè

l’ogre no se surti amb la seva i el poble pugui viure tranquil.

Per a primers lectors

Les dues tipologies textuals que
presenten aquests llibres permeten,
d’una banda, que l’adult faci una
lectura del text més llarg a l’infant,
i de l’altra, que l’infant s’atreveixi
amb la lectura d’una frase feta amb
lletra de pal, que resumeix el
contingut de cada il·lustració.

ISBN 978-84-489-2611-3

9 788448 926113
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El follet Oriol
i l’estrany encanteri

Òscar Sardà

Lectura acompanyada

S O P A D E C O N T E S

L E C T U R A
ACOMPANYADA

ALTRES AVENTURES DEL FOLLET ORIOL:

En aquesta nova aventura del follet Oriol, coneixerem com, gràcies

al nostre amic, regalar una rosa quan arriba la primavera esdevé

una tradició al seu poble, perquè regalar una rosa és un acte d’amistat

i amor que fa dibuixar un somriure a la cara dels qui participen de

la festa. Això sí, el follet Oriol també haurà de viure un munt

d’aventures en aquesta ocasió i el drac no li ho posarà gens fàcil.

Per a primers lectors

Les dues tipologies textuals que
presenten aquests llibres permeten,
d’una banda, que l’adult faci una
lectura del text més llarg a l’infant,
i, de l’altra, que l’infant s’atreveixi
amb la lectura d’una frase feta amb
lletra de pal, que resumeix el
contingut de cada il·lustració.

I S B N 978-84-489-2905-3
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El follet Oriol
i la rosa màgica

Òscar Sardà

Lectura acompanyada

L E C T U R A
ACOMPANYADA

ALTRES AVENTURES DEL FOLLET ORIOL:

S O P A D E C O N T E S
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Trees
Trees offer us shelter, give us fruit, make our streets and 
cities nicer places to be... Trees are rooted in the ground 
but reach toward the sky. They mark the passage of time 
and the changing seasons. In this book you will find 
yourself in the company of many trees. Each one will tell 
you the story of its life and teach you something about 
your own life. Have you heard of the the Traveling Tree? Or 
the Curious Tree? What about the Lighthouse Tree?

Big Bang 
Astronomy and Poetry

The universe has many secrets.
And this book, filled with magic, poetry and science, will 
reveal them.

From the explosive beginning of the Big Bang, to stars, 
nebulae, black holes and spacecraft…
The universe at your fingertips like it has never been 
before!

In the same series:

Lambs in the Sky
Meteorology and Poetry

ISBN: 978-84-489-5085-9 /  21.5 × 28 cm / 
Pages: 56 / Binding: Hardback / Price: €15

ISBN: 978-84-489-4293-9 /  24 × 27 cm / 
Pages: 64 / Binding: Hardback / Price: €15

ISBN: 978-84-489-3926-7 /  24 × 27 cm / 
Pages: 64 / Binding: Hardback / Price: €15
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I’m an Animal
Age 10+, by Lluís Tort, Salvador Macip and artist 
Sergi Càmara
The boy with a hidden superpower!
Arman, Tim and the gang must help Rosvita, 
a friend of Lij’s who lives in the neighbouring 
country of Katxaxof. They’ll need a Distance 
Transmutator and Arman’s secret superpower 
to help them solve this mystery involving a 
night thief, compromising documents, a corrupt 
politician and an international plot. What does all 
this have to do with Lij’s mum? And what are Mika, 
Zhirkov the evil minister and his loyal minion 
Drazan Palurdovski planning to do?

Spanish translation available for Latin American rights.

An Unexpected Trip
Arman is just an ordinary boy like 
any other. He has parents and 
friends who love him and a pet 
lemur named Tim. But everything 
is about to change. After a double 
accident, Arman acquires a very 
special superpower… and ends 
up on the other side of the world! 
How can he avoid all the dangers 
that threaten him and return 
home safe and sound?

Rescue in Katxatxof
War is about to break out between 
Virolainek and Katxatxof. Lij’s mum 
has information that could prevent 
it, but she is in prison, wrongly 
accused of starting a rebellion. 
Will Arman, Tim and the gang find 
a way of rescuing her? They will 
have to use all their ingenuity as 
well as Zoran’s inventions ... and 
Arman’s secret superpower! They 
can also count on the unexpected 
help of Drazan, Mika and Vladimir, 
now a masked avenger. Can they 
do it before it’s too late? Don’t miss 
the exciting final part of Arman’s 
adventures.

Mission (Almost) Impossible
Arman, Tim and the gang must help Rosvita, 
a friend of Lij’s who lives in the neighbouring 
country of Katxaxof. They’ll need a Distance 
Transmutator and Arman’s secret superpower 
to help them solve this mystery involving 
a night thief, compromising documents, a 
corrupt politician and an international plot. 
What does all this have to do with Lij’s mum? 
And what are Mika, Zhirkov the evil minister 
and his loyal minion Drazan Palurdovski 
planning to do?

Size: 14 x 20 cm / Pages: 184/192  
Binding: Paperback / Price: € 12.40

ISBN: 978-84-489-3854-3 

ISBN: 978-84-489-4209-0

ISBN: 978-84-489-3855-0

ISBN: 978-84-489-3928-1
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Arman and the              
Rotten Factory
Arman has discovered the dirty 
tricks of the Bundesfraü factory. 
He is determined to stop the 
disaster in its tracks and save 
the animals and plants of 
Virolainek. Fortunately, he 
can count on his friends, Tim 
his clever pet, and his secret 
superpower to help him. Will 
they find a solution before they 
are caught by Zhirkov, the wily, 
ambitious minister?
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Age 10+, Toni Sans and Rubèn Montañá

Age 10+, Toni Sans and Rubèn Montañá

Benjamin and the Traffic Light that 
Didn’t Turn Green
Confidential Information
You must have been told that in every city in the 
world there is a traffic light that never turns green. 
No doubt you’ve also been told that, when you 
make a promise, you should keep your word no 
matter what. What they probably never told you 
is that keeping a promise can sometimes lead 
you into a mysterious and dangerous world you 
never knew existed. If you have come this far, you 
probably already know more than you should. 
But there’s no going back now. You will be hearing 
from us.

Benjamin and the Mailbox that Spat Out 
the Letters 
They say that all the big cities are having problems 
with the mail: letters arriving late, letters wrongly 
addressed, letters returned to sender, even some 
letters mysteriously going missing, never to be 
found. But, how important can simple letters be 
nowadays when we all communicate through 
the Internet? More than we think. Sometimes the 
simplest things may turn out to be vital for the 
future of humanity…

ISBN: 978-84-489-4133-8 / Size: 14 x 20 cm / 
Pages: 184  / Binding: Paperback / Price: €12.40

ISBN: 978-84-489-4618-0 / Size:14 x 20 cm / 
Pages: 240  / Binding: Paperback / Price: €12.40
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The Bredford Bannings Mysteries
Age 10+, by Ximo Cerdà
All the adventure stories in the series have 
one thing in common: the mysteries that our 
hero is so good at solving! Discover the world 
of Bredford Bannings, a very special cross 
between Sherlock Holmes and Indiana Jones. 

Fishland in Flames!
Something terrible has happened in Fishland: 
a massive fire is threatening to engulf the 
whole Cartafú forest! The islanders will have to 
gather all their courage to face this enemy. Join 
Bredford and his friends in this most exciting and 
dangerous mystery yet. A red-hot adventure!

The Secret of the Aunuris
The day has got off to a strange old for our friends 
Bredford Bannings and Oz! First a dangerous virus 
is about to destroy all the computers at Tapioca 
University. Then, a helicopter loses control and is 
about to crash on the outskirts of the city. There is 
also the world premiere of a movie, a mysterious 
Amazon tribe ... and things get no better when Oz 
and Bredford have to go deep into the city sewers in 
pursuit of a clever and cunning thief.

Size: 13 x 18 cm / Pages: 168/192 
Binding: Paperback / Price: €10.30
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ISBN: 978-84-489-3272-5

ISBN: 978-84-489-3215-2

ISBN: 978-84-489-3216-9

In Search of Aunitina
After the exciting events of The Secret 
of the Aunuris, our intrepid friends 
Bredford and Oz are back to take part in 
an unexpected expedition to the Amazon 
jungle in search of aunitina, the strange 
mineral that the ancient Aunuris used to 
make their mechanical objects work. With 
the help of actor Milo Duemila, the fiery 
Rita Rigot and the invincible Rumrum, they 
embark on a race against the clock in one 
of the most fascinating and mysterious 
places in the world.
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The Know-It-Alls
Age 10+, by Jordi Lopesino and Mayra Aguilar
The Earth, the ocean depths and outer space are full of mysteries. Find out more about them with Laia, Berta, 
Ferran and Marc. They are the Know-It-Alls, an inquisitive young team who face all sorts of challenges with the help 
of their cat Ulysses and a tree called Archimedes. Join them on their scientific adventures and you too will become 
captivated by the universe around you.

The Imperfect Sphere
How much do you really know about the 
planet we call home? The Earth is so big we 
can’t really get our heads around it. The Know-
It-Alls used to have the same problem but 
they found a very original solution! Join laia, 
Berta, Ferran and Marc as they embark on an 
adventure to get to know Planet Earth.

The Tentacles of the Abyss
In this new adventure, the Know-It-Alls enter 
the silent world of the mysterious and beautiful 
ocean deep. They also help to bring down a 
network of dangerous criminals. Dive in with the 
Know-It-Alls and discover the deepest secrets of 
the ocean.

The Kessler Syndrome
The Know-It-Alls set off on a new adventure when 
a mysterious being appears out of nowhere and 
changes their lives. He is lost and wants to get 
home. Laia, Berta, Ferran, Marc and Ulysses try 
their best to help him and in return he invites 
them on a trip through space. Our friends 
discover that outer space is very beautiful but 
can also be very dangerous. Enjoy this space 
adventure with the Know-It-Alls, discover the 
mysteries of the cosmos and find out what the 
Kessler Syndrome actually is!

Size: 13 x 20 cm / Pages: 136 
Binding: Paperback / Price: €10.30

ISBN: 978-84-489-3282-4

ISBN: 978-84-489-3027-1 
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Xenia, You Have a Whatsapp
Are you glued to your cellphone from morning till night? Do 
you hold your breath waiting for a reply to a text message? 
Is getting a WhatsApp the highlight of your day? Welcome 
to Xènia’s life. She stares at the screen like she’s in a trance. 
She can see Carles is online. She waits impatiently for the 
words “Carles is typing” to appear on the screen. She has 
been waiting for so long it’s making her head spin. Is she 
crazy? No, she’s in love. This is all new for Xènia. It’s giving 
her butterflies in her stomach and torturing her at the same 
time. Nothing is as it should be. Xènia hates love stories and 
happy endings but here she is, playing the leading role in 
her own love story and determined to decide what kind of 
ending she wants. Or perhaps you will decide for her?

Xenia, #KeepCalm and Tweet
Which do you prefer, Twitter or WhatsApp? Xènia 
is not quite sure. She keeps waiting for Carles 
to WhatsApp her while her life becomes more 
and more complicated: a motorcycle accident, a 
mysterious friend on Twitter ... and the butterflies 
she keeps feeling in her stomach. It’s a good thing 
her motto in life is #KeepCalm.

Xenia, Love Does No Harm
Addicted to my cellphone? No it’s the guy at the other 
end of the screen that’s got me hooked. I can’t help it – 
a WhatsApp from him means more than anything else. 
I’m also addicted to my grandma’s muffins, to music, 
films, books and kissing. I take off if someone tries to 
control me, reads my WhatsApps or uses my photos 
without permission. Love does no harm, but if you 
hurt me I will say NO and I’ll drop you like a hot potato. 
I am Xènia and this is my blog. Will you get addicted? 

Spanish translation available for Latin American rights

Age 12+, by Gemma Pasqual

ISBN: 978-84-489-3082-0 

ISBN: 978-84-489-3601-3 

ISBN: 978-84-489-3927-4 

CATALAN-
LANGUAGE 

BESTSELLER: 
80 000 

COPIES SOLD!
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Size: 13 x 20 cm / Pages: 208 
Binding: Paperback / Price: €11.50
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Night Paths
Ruth has run away. Who from? Where to? Why? No 
one knows, not even her. All she does know is that 
her options have run out. Who are Professor Argimon 
and Marc the refugee and why are they helping her? 
Why are people after her anyway?

There are more questions than answers in this first 
book of an exciting three-part series. Not all the 
questions will be answered and not all the answers 
will be what we were hoping for.

Water Paths
picks up Ruth’s story. She is now at Montsegur 
Castle, but it may not be the safe haven it seems. 
War has engulfed the continent and the forces 
chasing her are very determined and have a 
very long reach. Ruth knows that she has new 
challenges to face and that not everything is in her 
hands. Luckily, she has Marc, her guide and friend, 
to help her, even if it means going to the darkest 
corners of the Empire.

Winter Paths
Ruth has been arrested. Marc has fallen into the clutches 
of Inspector Onagre. Corsó is being held in a prison 
cell. A train has left Iazu at the gates of a prison camp. 
All the characters from Night Paths and Water Paths are 
facing imminent danger, each in a different corner of the 
continent. A life-and-death struggle awaits each of them. 
Any other mission would have seemed like a mad idea. 
But not this one. The adventure continues as Ruth presses 
on with the determination that has already taken her this 
far north. Her friends want to be at her side. Her enemies 
want to capture her. For good or for ill, fortune will find its 
path.

The Trilogy of Artus’ Light
By Raimon Portell      
Age 14+

ISBN: 978-84-489-4292-2 / Size: 14 x 21 cm / 
Pages: 352  / Binding: Paperback / Price: €14.00

ISBN: 978-84-489-4214-4 / Size: 14 x 21 cm / 
Pages: 352  / Binding: Paperback / Price: €14.00

ISBN: 978-84-489-4771-2 / Size: 14 x 21 cm / 
Pages: 384  / Binding: Paperback / Price: €14.00

English translation available.
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My Dad is a Disaster
Age 14+, by Xavier Vernetta

Sònia Anguera has lived with 
her mom since her parents 
separated many years ago. But 
now her mom is about to go to 
Germany for medical treatment 
and Sònia has to go and live 
with her dad. Where is her dad? 
It’s hard to know because he 
is Jordi Anguera, the famous 
musician, and he only has one 
thing on his mind ... music. 
Sometimes he even forgets he 
has a daughter at all. Luckily 
for Sònia, she has her friends 
around to help. And she has 
Hans ... 

ISBN: 978-84-489-3860-4
Size: 14 x 21 cm / 
Pages: 144
Binding: Paperback 
Price: €11.50

With his Nose in the Air 
Age 14+,  by Ruth Tormo and 
illustrated by Ramon Gibet

The characters in this story 
are on the path to adulthood, 
trying to find themselves 
and work out what life is all 
about. Young readers will 
recognize themselves in Mila 
and Liam, who learn the hard 
way that growing up brings 
disagreements, peer pressure 
and having to accept that 
everyone is different.

ISBN: 978-84-489-4609-8 
Size: 14 x 21 cm  
Pages: 144
Binding: Paperback 
Price: €12.00

One Hour in the Cretaceous
Age 14+, by Alfred Sala and 
illustrated by Fernando Martínez

One Hour in the Cretaceous returns 
to the pure short adventure 
novel. It begins when a group of 
palaeontologists discovers the 
fossil of a carnivorous dinosaur 
with the remains of a young girl 
of our own century. How could 
it be, with a span of millions 
and millions of years from the 
dinosaurs? From this point on, a 
furiously-paced story develops 
almost restlessly, including time 
travelling, lots of action, good 
humour, and a bit of love.

English translation available.

Aliens Corporation
Age 14+, by Lluís Prats

If you love Men in Black or La vita 
è bella you cannot miss this story, 
where a son must trust his father in 
very unfortunate circumstances.

What would you do if your father told 
you that his job is chasing aliens? 
Would you believe him? Sure, you 
wouldn’t. This is what happens to 
eleven-year-old Nico Desclot. 
But of course, his father ends up 
convincing him. This way Nico 
discovers a new thrilling and fabulous 
world.

Earrings on the Hazelnut 
Tree
Age 10+, by Montse Homs
illustrated by Cristina Zafra

“A novel that nimbly and 
delicately moves between 
reality and fantasy.”

Arracades d’avellaner is a true 
to life novel with a touch of 
fantasy, in which the main 
character is a seven-year-old 
girl who enjoys a stable and 
orderly family life until the 
day her mother announces to 
her daughter that she’s been 
offered a job that will take 
her far from home. The little 
girl’s fox friend and a world 
of fantasy help her deal with 
her mother’s absence and the 
associated challenges.
Montse Homs’ debut novel 
stands out for its distinctive 
features: the juggling of two 
parallel worlds, its poetic air 
and clear vocabulary, and all 
written in a style that resonates 
with young children.
Selected by Institut Ramon 
Llull to make part of their 
choice of Children’s Catalan 
literature.

ISBN:978-84-489-4290-8
Size: 14 x 21 cm 
Pages: 88
Binding: Paperback 
Price: €12.20

ISBN: 978-84-489-4945-7
Size: 14 x 21 cm 
Pages: 144
Binding: Paperback 
Price: €12.50

ISBN: 978-84-489-5199-3
Size: 14 x 21 cm 
Pages: 152
Binding: Paperback 
Price: €12.50
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